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Canadian
ambassador
visits UCF
NICOLE KING
NEWS EDITOR
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The Canadian ambassador to the United States
visited UCF on Jan. 29. He came to bring recognition to the university's Canadian Studies Program
and discuss furthering research and teaching possibilities with faculty members.
Ambassador Raymond Chretien said Floridians
need to know more about Canada as it is the most
important trading partner of the United States. "The
further down from the border, the more difficult it
is for us to make our case because people do not
Iive with us and travel to Canada a lot like in Maine
or Michigan."
Elliot Vittes, director of the Canadian Studies
Program, said Chretien's visit brings attention to
the program and raises its visibility. "Hopefully, it
will fuel interest in teaching or doing research concerning Canada."
Canadian Studies has been a minor degree pro. gram at UCF for nearly 20 years. Vittes said several faculty members have participated in grant programs sponsored by the Canadian Embassy in
Washington. He ~aid the ambassador's first visit to
Orlando will hopefully highlight the important
links between Canada and Florida and extend the
know ledge of Canada in this reg.ion.
CANADIAN, Page 7
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UCF Pohce were on hand to insure peace during the week long display on the Free Speech Green.

Aborti9n display ·sparks
campus support, anger
TAYLOR SIKES
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

''This is where thoughts are -supposed to be provoked," Todd
Beauchamp, 26, of the Center for
Bio-Ethical Reform, said. "We want
to educate the student body that abortion tortures a baby to death."
Last week, the Center for BioEthical Reform brought its Genocide
Awareness Project to campus
Monday througn Thursday. The project's purpose is to stimulate discussion and debate about the issue of
abortion with students, Cheree
Bartlett, media spokesperson for the
Center, said.
The project uses a large collection of banners containing graphic
pictures of historical, genocidal
events and linking them with pictures
of aborted fetuses.
One banner had a picture of dead
Native Americans at the Battle of
Wounded Knee below the words
"Government Massacre of Native
Americans," followed by a picture of
an aborted fetus's bloody arms and

PHOTO BY M.IKE MARSHALL

Arepresentative from the Genocide Awareness
Proiect responds to students' questions.

feet lying on a quarter below the
words "Government massacre of
unborn Americans."
Another featured a picture of
victims killed by the Nazis. It was
followed by a picture a hanged
African-American man. The final
picture showed an aborted fetus's
body UI)der the words "Planned
Parenthood."
. "These pictures are here to
stimulate conversation and promote
dialogue," Bartlett said. "The pictures are somewhat. graphic and
some people are offended, some are
shocked. Some people understand
the message we are trying to convey."
"The Genocide Awareness
Project shows the parallel between
genocide and how abortion is genocide," UCF student Jesse Gusse, 19,
an electrical engineering major,
said. "The pictures are for the comparison." Gusse saw the project earlier in the week and decided to volunteer while the group was at UCF.
VCF,Page 6
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Patton/Cupicha: setting higher standards
SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

Student government president and vice president hopefuls Darin Patton and Andrew Cupicha
want to inform students about activities on campus, look at programs to reduce the Activity and
Service Fee, and reconstruct SG positions.
"I think most of the student body is not aware
they pay $6.95 per credit hour to fund the Student
Union, Student Government, recreation and legal
services. Some students pay up to $70 in Activity
and Service fees a semester and don't know what
it all goes for. Our job in SGA is to inform them
about their money and let them become more
involved in the process," Patton said.
Their main focus is meeting student needs by
enhancing student life and empowering the student voice. According to Patton and Cupicha,
one way this can be done is making sure the
Student Union, clubs and organizations, and the
recreation services are properly funded and
enhanced.
"I hear a lot of money from the Activity and
Service Fee reverts back year after year. So either
that means students are being charged too much,
or clubs and organizations are not being properly
funded," Patton said.
"If we're charging too much, let's give the
money back to the students. Or if we're not fun~
ing appropriately, let's change the way the
money is allocated so that all clubs and organizations hold the events they want to."
They also want students to become more
aware of what is happening on campus. An informational line that Patton initiated during his former presidential term is on their agenda to be
reinstated at UCF.

Darin Patton
Candidate for president
• Major: Masters in business
administration
• Student body president
( 1994-1995)
• Member of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon
• Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership Honor
Society
• Consultants for Effective
Leadership

"The UCF info line will include daily and
weekly activities that any organization can
advertise on. Students can dial 823-INFO and
find out what is going on on campus." Patton
said. "We are also looking to put in a scrolling
marquee near the Student Union so that students
walking by will know what's going on."
The future growth of UCF is an issue that students need to be _aware of and take part in,
Cupicha said.
"Another parking garage, a student activity
center, a newer arena, new tennis courts, new
intramural fields, and a golf course are in the
future plans to be built here. A lot of students
don' t know about them. There's a lot of land
UCF owns that's not even touched now,"
Cupicha said.
Student government leadership also needs to
be changed according to Cupicha.
"The paid positions of student government
can create committees where they can gain leadership experience and use it as a first step to
move into SGA so you will become qualified for
a position and learn about different positions
instead of just filling in hours," Cupicha said.
"You can have a great platform and a lot of
great goals, but if you don't have a good relationship with people that are willing to work hard
for changes, it's worthless. By working together
with students, faculty, and administration we can
accomplish anything," Cupicha said.
Patton said their past experience is what sets
them apart from other candidate tickets.
"While serving as student body president in
1995, the SGA here was awarded best student
government for the third year in a row. That's
something we can bring back with our dedication
and integrity."
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Andrew Cupicha
Candidate for vice presiderit
• Major: liberal studies
• IFC executive vice president
• Coordinator of Halloween
Knights
• Member of 3 Ist Senate
• Southeastern
lnterfraternity Conference
president
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Maintaining and updating an activities bulletin board for students, encouraging incl_usive
events on campus by clubs and organizations,
and creating a visible and sustained presence and
informational campaign in
Tallahassee for UCF are
some of the projects that
SG president and vice president
hopefuls
Mike
Slatton and Fred Piccolo
want to achieve.
"I want students to be
aware of what their power
is here in the state and the
kind of power they can
influence. UCF is 30,000
plus constituents of representatives right here. Our
job in student government
is to give students information so that they can mobilize for things that they
want," Piccolo said.
They said they believe
that UCF is becoming more
of a traditional school
Mike Slatton
-Piccolo
rather than a commuting
Candidate for president
one and they want to give
Candidate for vice president
UCF more recognition.
• Major: political science with
• Major: Double Major of
"A primary goal that I
a minor in history
economics and history
-am working on is for UCF
• Chief of staff to student
•Campus Activities Board's
to make an attempt at a
body president
speakers director
world record. Not only
• Member of Florida Student
• SGA's director of
will this bring spirit and
Association
governmental affairs
pride to the campus, but
•Valencia Comm. College
• UCF Honors College
also national recognition,"
president and vice president
• State Lobbyist for Higher
Slatton said.
• Campaign WorkerNolunteer
Education
Creating an education1998 Campaign Season
al
lecture/presentation
series for UCF is another
addition that Piccolo believes will bring recogniAccording to Slatton, continuity and experition to UCF.
ence from the current administration to the next
"By bringing in the top influential individu- is a great quality this ticket holds.
als in each major to UCF and letting them speak
"We've certainly been put in a learning expeabout their field and allowing students to present rience throughout this last year. We've had an
new ideas to that representative, UCF will have opportunity to look at past administrations with
been heard of," Piccolo said. "It will then be eas- student government and see what could've been
ier for students to get a job when they get out.'We fixed. As the student body changes, the faculty
don't want to iimit education to just on campus. and administration stays about the same so you
By bringing in people outside of the school, have to understand what they've been through to
we~re going to round out the educational experiunderstand what the real issues are. Student govence for the entire student body."
ernment is not about drawing a boundary line
Giving warning slips instead of parking tick- between students and the administration."
ets is also on the agenda for Slatton.
Piccolo believes their leadership and knowl"During the first week, students are so busy edge of how the government outside of UCF
fixing their schedule, buying their books, and works is one reason why this ticket is different
getting everythipg done, nothing makes you feel from the others.
worse than having to pay another $35 for a park"By spending the past three years lobbying
ing ticket. I don't see why a warning couldn't be in Washington and in the state of Florida, I have
given during the first week to tell students the gained an insight of how legislature works both
date to get a permit," Slatton said.
on the state and federal level. That gives us an
The biggest plan for Slatton and Piccolo edge on how to expand our horizons above the
would be giving information to the students activity and service fee budget to receive a part of
about the student government and the school the big pie from the federal government."

Fred

•

~h&Lomb

itself.
Piccolo said: "We want to have an open door
policy with people. Students have a right to know
how allocations are broken down because it's
their money. People see student government as
something to hide, but if you've done nothing
wrong, then you have nothing to hide."
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Halscott/Lee: above and beyond
tions, they can enrich the colleges
themselves," Lee said. ''The colleges
will then be able to dictate their own
programming and give the student
government ideas and feedback and
drive us, just like the state drives the
national government."
'We would also like to initiate a
program coordinator for the colleges.
This will be a paid position that will
program events for each college and
will give the student who's programming real world experience,"
Halscott said.
"As senate president pro-tempore, I have had meetings with the
Board of Regents. I would like to
have more communication for students about what is going on so that ·
student government will be made
more accountable to the students on
how their money is spent," Halscott
said.
Lee said he would also like to
see a committee formed for students
and comprised of students.
"A liaison between the average
student to the students involved will
allow students to ask questions and
comment on what they think about
the college they attend and if they're
getting their money 100 percent
back," Lee said.
Halscott said he thinks tuition
prices should be looked at.
"Currently they're trying to push
a 10 percent increase in tuition
through which will exactly set the

SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

Jaime Halscott and Charlie Lee
would like to see the registration system at UCF changed, more power
given to the colleges on campus, and
more involvement with students if
they are the next president and vice
president of SGA.
"We are very pro-club and prostudent. We want to listen to every
individual student and hear what they
have to say. When people start to see
what we're trying to do, people will
get very excited about it," Halscott
said.
One of the things they have
heard about through students and
personal experience is the registration
system, which this ticket wants to
update.
''The problem with the current
system is it's built for only 20,000
· users. It i~ not accommodating for all
of the students here at UCF. It should
be made easier for students to use.
Registration should not take more
than picking out your classes and
going online or turning in your schedule to the registrar's office," Lee said.
Moving authority to the individual colleges is also a part of this ticket's agenda for the year.
''The colleges can reach their
students a lot better than the student
government as a whole can. By shifting programs of clubs and organiza-

undergraduates at raying for 25 percent of their education. So they're
trying to walk that fine line as far as
how much the students pay for their
tuition which is not a good idea,"
Halscott said.
Lee said they would also like to
see more clubs and organizations
funded, especially if they have not
been in the past.
''The Activity and Service Fee
budget will be up to 9 million this
year, twice as much as it was last
year, and I would like to see twice as
many activities and clubs funded,"
Lee said.
"We don't believe that a million
of the same programs should be
funded and others get tossed at the
wayside. There should be diversity in
the way funding happens and the
way things are done on this campus,"
Halscott said.
Lee said letting the students
know this is their campus and student
goyernment is here to serve them is
their theme.
"We want the students to tell us
what activities they want here on
campus," Lee said. "After you get the
students proud of their university and
happy with the events, they will
spend more time here and the university will grow more because of it.
Doing what the students want and
making it a better college in their eyes
drives this ticket. It's not our administration, it is their's."

Charlie Lee

Jaime Halscott
Candidate for president

Candidate for vice president

• Major: engineering
technology
• Senate president
pro-tempore
• Operations Review
committee chairman
• Member of Engineering
College Council
• CAB/SG Merger Transition
Committee

• Major: organizational
communication
• Clubs and Organizations
committee chairman
• President Paintball Club
• Member Senate of 30th
and 3 I st session
• vice chair for Elections
and Appointments
Committee
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·Constitutional Amendment #1 (Enumeration of Student
Body Entitlements)
Article I The. Student Body
(Add Section V. Entitlements)
Each Activity and Service Fee paying student at the
University of Central Florida is entitled to fully
participate in the Student Government process
including but not limited to voting in Student
Government Elections, requesting Activity and Service
Fee funds, and running for any elected office without
exception or restriction so long as he/she meets the
minimum University of Central Florida requirements as
stated in the UCF Golden Rule and conditions of the
Student Government Constitution.
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United Nations club grows
despite small program

•
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NICOLE KING
NEWS EDITOR
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Members of UCF's United Nations
Association spend their free time imitating
delegates of other countries. They have represented countries from all over: Colombia,
Venezuela, former states of the Soviet
Union. They are now preparing for a conference in New York later this semester.
They're going to be North Korea.
"We have been getting very controversial
countries," said UNA's faculty advisor Dr.
Houman Sadri of the Department of Political
Science. "We're such a young club, you'd
think they would give us something easy."
Members of the three-year-old club
attend conferences throughout the United
States in model U.N. conferences. Clubs
from universities around the country send
members to represent whatever country they
are assigned. Sadri remembers the first time
the club attended a conference. "We requested a few countries, hoping we'd get an easy
one to represent like France. We ended up
with Cuba which is a very controversial
country.
"The U.S. delegation was attacking us
and we had to defend our position even if we
didn't agree with it and then come up with
resolutions."
Sadri said part of the club's goal is to
teach students about international relations
"not by just reading about it, but by doing it.
The club's about bringing theory and practice together."

UNA member Noemi Lopez said she has
learned many things from the club. "I've
learned compromise, cultural sensitivity and
I acquired a passion for international
issues."
Lopez said she joined because she wanted to learn about the mechanics of the
United Nations. "There's a lot of misconceptions about the international organization,
and Model U.N .helped me learn the truth
behind its existence."
Sadri said he is hoping to institutionalize
the program. Funding for the various conferences attended during the year comes from
several places, including fundraising and
students receive no academic recognition for
their participation.
"When you look at our program in comparison to other universities like UF and
FSU," Sadri said, "we're young and on a
shoe-string budget and it's not a class like it
is at other places. Yet we can still compete
against them at competition and place. I've
been very proud of the students."
Sadri said the U.N. club has approximately , 25 members and is open to all
majors. "We are a team and we work together. If .someone is shy, he or she can write or
research. If someone is good at one-on-one
interaction, he or she can be a negotiator. We
all depend on one another and play our part.
"This is a good opportunity for students
to see how the real world works, to practice
formulating ideas and communicating them
clearly. We're always looking for new members to divide the workload."
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Memorial Day on May 31, not 24
NICOLE KING
NEWSED/TOR

The Memorial Day holiday listed
in the Undergraduate Catalog is
wrong. On page 10, the catalog lists
the holiday as May 24 when it is
actually May 31.

Scholarships:
•The UCF Alumni Association is
offering 14 different scholarships for
students. The deadline for applications is March 26. To pick up an
application,
stop by the
Alumni
Relations
Office in the Administration
Building, Room 340 or call UCFALUM.
•UCF Army ROTC is offering
two and three year full tuition scholarships for qualified applicants. The
scholarships are available to all UCF
students; applicants must be willing
to become an officer. The deadline
for applications is Feb. 19. For more
information, contact Cpt. Bob Hribar
at
823-5383
or
rhribar@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu

•Feb. 3 A Deal with the Devil.
Join resident artists and staff of
Orlando Opera as they talk about
Charles Grounod's opera Faust.
•Feb. 12 Team Performance
Effectiveness: The Question of
Diversity. Dr. William Wooten, associate professor of psychology, will
speak about how team diversity
affects performance .
•Feb. 18 What did you say?
Effective communication for interpersonal and career success .
Professor Bernie Jensen will discuss
the ability to
communicate
with
others.
Jensen will identify key communication strategies
and provide suggestions for improving fistening.

BRilEFLY

Seminars:
UCF's Downtown Academic
Center will present three seminars in
February. The seminars will be held
from noon to 1 p.m. Admission is
free . For more information, contact
Wendy Bolyard at 317-7700.

Other Campus News:
•The Health and Physics
Building(HPB) will be renamed the
Mathematics
and
Physics
Building(MAP) starting this spring.
The College of Health and Public .
Affairs will move out of the building
as soon as construction on its new
buildip.g . is
completed.
The
Mathematics Department will move
into HPB, joining the Physics
Department, during the summer.
•Student Accounts/Loans and the
Collections Office is back in the
Administration Building's Room 107
from Trailer 541. All telephone
extensions remained the same .
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Getting points for school
spirit during Greek Week
KELLY BRYANT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fraternities and sororities are gearing up for
the annual Greek Week festivities, taking place
this year from Feb. 27 through March 5.
Kick off will take place at the Solar Bears
game on Feb. 27, with some of the proceeds
going to the Salvation Army, this year's Greek
Other
philanthropy.
events include the tug-ofwar competitions, Greek
Sing, where you can
watch your favorite organization strut their stuff
on stage, a Progressive Dinner on Greek row for
non-Greeks and faculty as well as active members, and a Beautify Orlando service project.
Each event will have the Greek teams competing for points to be Greek Week champion.
New to the competition this year are spirit
points, which will allow each organization to
evaluate one another based on their participation, energy level, and sportsmanship.
IN OTHER NEWS FROM GREEK ROW:
•Jamie Molinaro of Chi Omega has been
invited to participate in the Chi Omega
Leadership Institute in Memphis,- Tenn. at the
end of February. The Institute chooses six active

members and six alumni from across the country to participate in this annual leadership training. Molinaro, 20, was chosen for her experience in such campus organizations as 0-Tearn
and Consultants for
Effective Leadership, as well as being a founding member of UCF's Chi Omega chapter. After
her training, she will be sent to the sorority's
regional Fireside Convention in July to facilitate
programs for chapter officers and advisers.
•Pi Kappa Phi will be
holding their philanthropy, Bowl Shlager, on
Sunday, Feb. 7 at the Oviedo Bowling Lanes
from 11 a.rn. - 2 p.m. Participating sororities
will compete for a trophy. Proceeds will benefit
Push America, Pi Kappa Phi's national outreach
project. Push America was founded over 20
years ago and promotes a better understanding
of people with developmental disabilities.

UNIVERSITY of CENTRAL FLORIDA's

DISPUTE
RESOLUTION
SERVICES
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT
CALL 823-3477 OR STOP BY THE
STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER ROOM 155B
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM - 5PM

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-mediate _
Mediation is a confidential process whereby two or more parl:ies
voluntarily meet to reach their own
ag.r eement with the assistance of a
mediator. This service is available
to the University community and
is encouraged for those who have
been unsuccessful in resolving
their differrences.

* CONFIDENTIAL *
* VOLUNTARY *
* FREE OF CHARGE *
funding provided by UCF's Division of
Student Dcvelopmeoi & En~ollmcnt Services

•The Greek Council is currentiy collecting
school supplies through March 1 to bring to the
Southeastern Panhellenic Conference for their
service project. This year the conference will be
held from March 25 - 28 in Atlanta. Each sorority will send a delegate to represent their chapter and attend programs facilitated by
Panhellenic.
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Banners compare historical events, like the Battle of Wounded Knee and concentration camps, to abortion.

UCF supports group's freedom of speech
FROM PAGE

1

Other students were mixed on whether or not
the pictures were appropriate for campus. One student agreed with the message, but said she did not
care for the way it was delivered. "I don't like
abortion," Jennifer Darby, a freshman biology
major, said. "I don't exactly think these pictures
should be here though."
"It is graphic," Ryan Tarn said, a junior in
political science. "It is their right. They can do
what they want out here. We can't restrict their
views."
Susan Welker, a freshman education major,
said she is familiar with the topic of abortion from
a research project she did. "All this stuff is real,"
she said. "It's the truth. Unfortunately, people
don't get to see the whole picture. I think this is
good. It is an opportunity for people to see the
truth about the matter."

Dean McFall, director of Public Relations for
UCF, said that UCF did not endorse or sponsor the
Genocide Awareness Project, but they do respect
the right for groups to exercise their First
Amendment rights.
"UCF is a limited public forum for the expression of First Amendment rights," McFall said.
"That means the university must make reasonable
arrangements for off-campus groups to exercise
their freedom of speech. Even images of such a
repugnant nature.
"The group notified us that they were corning," he said. "The university is a place where
ideas are supposed to clash and out of those clashes, universal truths can come out.
"We take no joy in the pictures but feel it is a
profound duty of ours to the Constitution to allow
them to be here."
The Genocide Awareness Project will now
head to the University of South Florida.
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Canadian-American trade Students receive exposure
relations stressed in visit at spring Career Expo Fair
LESLIE RAE JOHNSON

FROM PAGE 1
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Parliament soon to make sure the country
does not export water in bulk in ships or
Chretien said the sheer number of tankers. "We'll sell you all the bottles of
Canadians visiting Florida every year is water you want," he said, "but we will
impressive, any where from a million not sell you ships of water."
and a half to 2.5 million. "You need to
Chretien said a few years ago, Saudi
know a bit more about us," he said. "The
Arabia wanted to buy
an · iceberg from
trading relationship between our two
Canada and pull it off
countries is the most important of any in
its coast to supply the
the world." Canada's province of Ontario
country with fresh
is the second most important trading
water. Chretien said it
partner of the United States. "Just one
is offers like that that
province bf Canada is more important
than your trade with Japan. Most people
need to be regulated.
"We want to
don't know this," _.Chretien said. Chretien
also talked about the shared.environmenmake sure we don't
tal issues between the two countries like
sell it until we're
acid rain and global warming. "It is very Chretien
absolutely
certain
about our own supimportant that we get our act together on
those issues as we share the North· plies," he said.
It is working to resolve those types of
American continent. There is a strong
desire to marry our positions on those· issues that Chretien said is the best part
global issues," he said.
of his job.
Chretien said that type of agreement
"I like the fact that I am involved with
has not been easy, as the Canadian busi- issues that I know are of interest to a
ness community is reluctant to imple- great number of Canadians on a daily
ment tough standards "if they know the basis. Compared to most of the jobs in
American businesses won't have to fol- the foreign service where you are far
low suit."
away and few Canadians could care less
One of the biggest problems facing about what you're doing, I deal with
Canada, according to Chretien, is its bread and butter issues, the quality of life
water supply-what to do with it. He and the standard of living. This gives me
said Canada will have legislation in a profound satisfaction."

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

More than 1,500 UCF students
attended the spring 1999 Career Expo on
Jan. 26 in the UCF arena. This is a 21
percent increase from last year.
The director of the UCF Career
Resource Center, Jim W. Gracey, said the
job fairs have expanded , in the last ten
years. They started with 33 employers
meeting in the Holiday Inn across from
UCF. They now have more than 200
employers represented in the UCF Arena.
"It's a great opportunity for the students, because they don't have to leave
campus," Jill Baker Ziegenfuss, the
assistant director of the UCF Career
Resource Center, said. "It gives them a
chance to interact with employers in
their fields."
UCF senior Tynika Williams, majoring in hospitality, said she was able to
give her resume to several companies
without trav-eling all over · Central
Florida. Williams said she liked that
there were a lot of companies from the
hospitality industry at the expo.
Edwanna Timmons, a UCF senior
majoring in advertising and public relations, said. that even though there were
only two or three employers 'in her field
present, the others were still interested in

assisting her. She said they helped her to
realize the opportunities her major would
give her and not to .limit herself when
looking for employment.
Although the job fair targets graduating seniors, all students and alumni are
welcome. Jason Bagley, who graduated
from UCF in 1997, said the job fair gives
him a chance to associate with local business representatives. Bagley said he
liked that there were a variety of businesses there.
Suzie Darby, technical specialist for
Interim Technology, said the job fair
assists Interim by getting their company
name to the students. Darby also said it
helps them to find new can'didates for
employment with a good background.
Students who attended the job fair
were greeted at the door with a list of
employers who were present and where
. they were located in the Arena.
Accounting, business, engineering, technical and non-technical were the categories of the companies represented. The
Career Resource Center also had a table
set up to assist students .
Two job fairs are held every year during the spring and fall semesters. This
year, UCF will be hosting a statewide job
fair for all Florida universities on May
12, in the UCF Arena from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m .
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Former NU star to plead guilty in gambling case
MATT O'CONNER

&

TODD LIGHTY
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

CHICAGO - Dennis Lundy, the star
running back on Northwestern's 1994
football team, will plead guilty next week
to lying in a grand jury appearance when
he denied betting against his own team in
at least two Big Ten games that year, his
lawyer confirmed Wednesday.
Lundy will plead guilty to a single
count of perjury on Feb. 5 in U.S. District
Court, attorney John F. Murphy said.
As part of his guilty plea, it was
learned Wednesday, Lundy will admit he
intentionally fumbled on the goal line in a
game against Iowa in what sources called
"a spur-of-the-moment" decision.
Lundy had bet several hundred dollars
that NU would lose to the Hawkeyes by
more than the oddsmakers' point spread,
according to the sources.
Lundy, 26, who had a brief NFL career
with the Bears and the Houston Oilers,
could not be reached at his home· in
Tampa.
The latest revelations involving NU's
tarnished sports program came as
Christopher Gamble, another former NU
football player and Lundy teammate,
pleaded guilty Wednesday in federal
court to perjury for lying about betting on
college games.
Gamble, 26, of Marietta, Ga., admitted
betting about $500 that NU would lose by
more than the point spread in its 1994
game against Ohio State.
According to his plea agreement,
Gamble, in a brief on-field chat with
teammate Michael Senters, fretted he was
likely to lose his bet when NU led Ohio
State 9-0 in the second quarter. Senters,
like Gamble a wide receiver, also alleged-

shave points during the 1994-95 season.
ly bet against NU in the game.
According to sources, Lundy will
Ohio State, a heavy favorite, pulled out a
narrow win but didn't cover the spread. admit to shaving points, in effect, when
Gamble lost his bet, and his debt to a he fumbled inches from the goal line late
campus bookie ballooned to about in the third quarter of the Iowa game on
Nov. 12, 1994.
$1,600, according to his plea agreement.
Iowa, a six-point favorite, was ahead
"He is very remorseful," Gamble's
lawyer, Donald V. Young, said after the 35-13 when Lundy, concerned a touchguilty plea. "It has been a tremendous down might jeopardize his bet against his
own team, decided on the spur of the
strain and embarrassment for him."
Asst. U.S. Atty. Patrick Collins said moment to fumble intentionally, sources
Gamble, as part of his guilty· plea, must said.
Iowa won 49-13 and Lundy won the
cooperate with the government's ongoing
bet. According to
cases and with
sources, Lundy had
NCAA's
antia bigger bet than
gambling initiausual riding on the
tives.
Iowa game - several
While
hundred dollars Gamble's perforbecause he was trymance
didn't
ing to make up for
stand out in the
some recent gamOhio State game,
bling losses, includCollins said the
ing a losing bet
government had
against NU in the
not alleged that
Ohio State game that
Gamble had tried
year.
to fix the game.
- DonaldYoung (Gamble's lawyer)
Lundy claimed
of
Senters,
in
a
grand jury
Dallas, and a
fourth former NU player, Gregory Gill of appearance in 1995 that he had sprained
Pittsburgh, also have been charged in the his wrist earlier in the Iowa game and the
gamqling scheme. Both have pleaded ball squirted out of his hands when "I got
innocent and have separate court dates hit ·on the arm real good."
But videotapes show he was
next month.
Brian Ballarini, a former NU football untouched when he fumbled.
The strongest evidence against Lundy
player-turned-campus bookie, pleaded
guilty to a gambling-related charge, regarding the fumble turned out to be
admitting that he regularly took bets from later admissions he made to authorities,
about 15 peo'ple - many of them NU stu- according to sources.
Cornerback Rodney Ray, who knew of
dent-athletes - from fall 1993 through late
1994.
Lundy's gambling, confronted Lundy on
In a separate scheme, two gamblers the sideline after the fumble and chaland two former NU basketball players lenged him about coughing up the ball on
pleaded guilty to an amateurish plot to purpose. An assistant coach overheard the

-~\

He is very remorseful.
It has been a
tremendous strain
and embarrassment
for him.

accusation.
Ray "came right out and said, 'If people weren't betting on the games,"'
recalled former linebacker Keith
Lozowski.
The university began an investigation,
turned over its findings to the U.S. attorney's office and suspended Lundy from
the final game of his collegiate career for
his betting activities.
·
Lundy had denied to university officials
that he bet on NU games.
In the Ohio State game, Lundy,
Gamble and Senters all allegedly placed
bets with Ballarini, wagering that Ohio
State, one of the top-ranked teams in the
country, would beat ~U by more than the
point spread, according to the charges
Just before halftime, Gamble was worried not because his teammates were losing, but because they were winning and
jeopardizing his bet, according to his plea
agreement.
Before going into a huddle, · Gamble
told Senters they likely would lose their
$500 bets because the team_ was playing
so unexpectedly- well, his plea agreement
revealed.
The alleged bets turned out to be
losers. The NU defense put up a stiff fight
and Ohio State won by just two points,
17-15, even though Ohio State had been
favored by. more than two touchdowns.
Lundy also is alleged to have bet on
NU's 1994 game against Notre Dame, as
well as a number of other undisclosed
games in 1993 and 1994.
Ballarini has agreed to cooperate with
the government and is expected to be a
key government witness if Senters or Gill
goes to trial.
Ballarini has alleged that he had
lengthy betting relationships with the four
former football players.
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Campus crime from
around the nation

_ j We Get You There ... f ................................ ,
rn

•
•

PETER LEVINE
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

•

TUCSON, Ariz. (CPX) - And you think your roommate gives you
.
problems.
Campus police at the University of Arizona were surprised to
receive a call from a young woman who suspected her roommate of
stashing marijuana in their dorm room and selling it.
According to the Daily Wildcat, police searched the room Jan. 18
and found a small bag of what appeared to be marijuana in a purse
belonging to the suspect.
When the suspect returned home, police asked if there was marijuana elsewhere in the room. A~cording to reports, she admitted having some and turned it over to investigators. Police reported that the
suspect said she paid $150 for the green, leafy substance she handed
them and explained that she sells it to her friends on a "casual basis."
The roommate who summoned police said she did so after finding
what she thought was marijuana in the suspect's purse. She said she
also had fielded visits from people who had come to the room looking to buy the drug.
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CHAMPAIGN-URBANA, ill. (CPX) - Police arrested two fraternity members who were trying to ~ettle an old score with a rival fraternity at the University of Illinois.
According to the Daily Illini, an officer saw two men running from
the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity house on Jan. 4 with a total of seven trophi s under their arms.
olice stopped the men, who said they had taken the trophies to get
at Phi Kappa Tau members believed to have stolen the charter
their fraternity, Pi Kappa Phi.
ccording to police reports, investigators found no sings of forced
- indicating that the fraternity house's door could have been
en
u ocked - and no other damage.
e two students were arrested in connection with the incident and
ch ged with residential burglary.
LAWRENCE, Kan. (CPX) - Police in Lawrence, Kan., found
more than they expected while investigating a reported break-in at the
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity house at the University of Kansas .
According to the Daily Kansan, police were summoned on Jan. 15
when fraternity members noticed that the back door to their house had
been pried open and that items worth thousands of dollars, including
TVs and electronic equipment, were missing.
While investigating the scene, police found several Kansas driver's
licenses that appeared to be bogus and equipment - incl~ding laminating supplies, glossy computer paper and Polaroid photographs that could be used to make fake IDs.
_ Craig Hai:tman, the chapter's president, told the Daily Kansan neither he nor the fraternity's leadership board were aware of the covert
operation. The chapter already has removed one member suspected of
manufacturing the fake IDs from the fraternity, he said.
''This was not a house activity," Hartman said. "It appears to be
confined to a few people."
Police are continuing to investigate. So far, no charges have been
filed .

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (CPX) - Pepper proves once again that it
adds spice to life.
According to the Michigan Daily, two male· students at the .
University of Michigan started brawling in a campus dining hall on
Jan. 20 after one student poured pepper into the other's hair.
Students hoping to eat their dinner in peace stared wide-eyed as the
fighters punched each other in the face.
According to the Daily, one student was taken to the university's
hospital with what appeared to have been a broken nose.
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If you'd like to have a hand in tomorrow's technology, please visi~ with Olll'
representative on your campus. Or you may forward a resume to: CITRIX,
Human Resources, 6400 NW 6th Way, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309;

Fax: 954-267-2565; E-mail: hr@citrix.com

e

CITRIX®
e
The fn.-cdom to <"..reate, the tools t.o grow. the power to succeed

www.citrfx.com
An equal opportunity employer.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. (CPX) - A student at Drexel University was
the victim of flimflam last week when he gave an unspecified amount
of money to two men who apparently hoodwinked him near the
University of Pennsylvania on Jan. 13.
According to police reports, the student said he was approached by
a man claiming to be a visitor from South Africa and in need of help.
The student said he stopped to talk to the foreigner when they were
approached by another man who offered to take the foreigner to a support organization that could offer assistance.
The foreigner asked the student to look after his money while the
man took him to a bus station where he could retrie\'.e his passport
from a locker. The foreigner told the student that he wanted to make
sure he would get his money back, so he asked the student and the
man to put some of their own money in with his pile of bills.
The man and the student agreed, and the foreigner wrapped the
money is a red bandanna and gave it to the student to hold.
The men drove away. When the student opened the bandana, he
found only a pile of paper. It is unclear what happened to the money.
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out my best friend is gay

from hanging out together ev~ry day, to
occasionally talking when we passed each
other on the way in or out of our room.
The day was Tuesday, the 8 of April,
Marcus was extremely busy trying to get
1997. I will not forget this day for the rest himself accepted into film school, and I
of my life because this day changed
was perfectly content now being a freshthings. This was the day that my freshman bigshot, always playing around, and
man roommate sat me down to tell me
messing with the big college women.
that he was gay.
Now back to Tuesday. Marcus came
My roommate, Marcus, and I used to
home somewhere around dinner time,
be very close growing up together in
interrupting.my friends and I playing
South Florida. Marcus was my next door
football on Sega. It was a nice surprise to
neighbor. He was my best friend who
see my roomie. The two of us certainly
taught me everything, from how to ride a
do not get the chance to talk very often,
bike, to how to drive a car, to how I
· as Marcus is
should shave my face without drawing
always busy doing
blood. Marcus has two years on me, so as something for film
a kid, I would look up to him with praise.
school.
I wanted to be friends with his friends, I
Marcus made
wanted to ·go hang out at the mall all day
casual conversation with me for about
with Marcus and his crowd, to get the
twenty minutes. He asked me about my
good grades, and I just wanted to be like
grades, my job, and about my girlfriend.
the greatest guy that I knew, my best
Right away, I knew that something was
friend Marcus.
rotten in Denmark, because for the last
Then we both grew up. Marcus went
five or six months, Marcus never had any
off to college at UCF. So when I graduattime or interest in these things.
ed from high school two years later, I
Eventually, Marcus asked me to come out
decided to live in the dorm that Marcus
into the hallway so that we could talk
was in. He was working as an R.A. and I
about something in private. I immediately
got to snag him as my roommate.
thought that I was going to hear the
'Killer', I thought. But this was when our unfortunate, but not surprising. news that
relationship began to diminish. We went
his ill grandfather had passed away. I had,
TODD McFLIKER
STAFF WRITER

somewhat, been expecting this news for a
few days now, and was quite sure at this
point that this was the reason that Marcus
had called me out into the hall. But I was
entirely wrong. Thankfully, his grandfather is doing fine. Instead, Marcus hit me
with a brick wall that I could never have
prepared for.
Marcus was. very, very blunt when he
flat-out said the words, "Todd, I did not
know if you knew that I am homosexual
or not, so I decided that it was time to tell
you - I am gay."
WHAT!! What should I do? What
could I do? Nothing
- that's what. I
remained still in
silence as my l;>est
friend explained that
it is nothing that be bad any choice over,
he was just born that way.
As Marcus rambled on, a million different feelings were running through my
body. I was mad. I mean, why did my
best friend turn out to
a flamer, a fairy,
a queer? I was depressea. First, for my
sake, and then for his. After all, he is the
one who has to live in a society that is
anti-homosexual. Marcus is the one who
has to overhear all of the ridicule, not me.
I was confused, mostly about how this
could happen if we were both brought up

BIRDCAGE LINER

in a similar manner, in the same neighborhood.
As I sat in silence, the voice on the
other end of the hallway was asking me if
I was OK. "Yes", I replied. After much
thought, I said to him, "Marcus, you are
like my brother and I love you. I guess
that this information you just gave me,
doesn't change anything. I will always be
here for you, and I know that you will
always do anything, no questions asked,
for me."
Marcus noticed the insecurity in my
voice and reassured me that everything
would be fine. He explained to me that
nothing was different as far as our rela- ·
tionship was concerned. We made small
talk for another 15 minutes about schoolwork. The conversation felt fake, as we
were both thinking of something else. We
declared our devotion for each other as
friends and both moved our separate
ways.
Here I am, a little more than a year
later, and I was right: Nothing has
changed in my life. The rest of the semester Marcus and I saw very little of each
other, and talked even less. I still get up,
go to school and do the exact same things
in my life with my best friend, my old
college roommate, even though now I
know that Marcus is gay.
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Taking the 'standard} out ofstandardized testing
CLIFF HICKS

COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

•
•
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•

Right now, somewhere in America, a
high school student is hunched over some
books, studying in vain for the ACT or
SAT or even both.
No matter how many hours that student
puts into the books or courses in preparing
for the standardized tests that are going to
have major impact on their college outlook, it's all really for naught.
Boil it all down, and standardized tests
aren't worth the paper they're printed on.
Set the Way-Back Machine for 1994.
Enter a young writer, not the greatest academic shiner in the world, but a relatively
bright kid.
He's me.
So, there I am, surrounded by Io.ts of
other kids with sterling GPAs, all of whom
are in the National Honors Society and
any other self-righteous collection of
academia that they can find, ·while I'm off
working on the newspaper and doing the
occasional theater thing.
Now, realize that all of these students
wh? slept and ate with their schoolbooks
took the same tests I did.
And when the results were handed
down, many of the NHS squadron ranked
in the 90-95 percentile of college bound
seniors. In English, it means they were in
the top five to 10 percent of scores.
Some of the "best and brightest," if you
will, and they were happy to be part of that
top five percent.
This, of course, surprised the hell out

of me.
That's because I placed in the 99 percentile - the top 1 percent of collegebound students.
According to the tests, I was smarter
than most of the NHS students.
Remember now that I didn't put any
real time into studying for the tests. I
mean, I brushed up on my algebra and
glanced over a few obscure words that
teachers insisted I should know.
I had figured, going into the test, that it
wasn't going to be that hard. I'd looked
over a few of the sample tests that the
brainiacs were using, and it seemed like
common knowledge to me.
So what does a standardized test reveal
about a student? Anything, really?
From what I found, the tests were a
basic combination of general knowledge
with high emphasis on grammar and
vocabulary, coupled with a degree of inge.nuity and basic math knowledge .
See, this is what really burned the
eggheads of my school. With a basic gnrsp
on algebra and trigonometry, I was solving problems they were using calculus to
do.
One of them asked me after the test
how I did a· speci(ic problem without
using calculus, so I showed him, briefly,
how I did it.
"That'd take forever!" he wailed at me.
"Not if you do it right," I responded.
. What was a simple logic jump for me
was an insurmountable complex for the
honors student.
He couldn't see haw simple it was to use

what he had learned in ways they hadn't
taught him to.
The problem was that so many of these
so-called "best and brightest" had no idea
of how to really apply any of what they
had learned in the real world.
I can't tell you how much it bugged me
to know that the majority of the people in
NHS couldn't change the tire on their car,
nor could they figure out how to use algebra to figure out the interest on their credit cards.
These are basic facts of life, folks, simple things that everyone should be able to
do, much less our "best and brightest."
My point is that there's a very basic
difference between academics and knowledge.
Just because a person does well in school
offers no insight to how smart they really
are, in my opinion.
Don't, by any means, take this as a
"I'm so great" column, because I'm
telling you up front that I'm not. Sure, I
like to think of myself as sharper than the
average pointy stick, but I'm not a fountain of resounding brilliance. Heck, I rely
on spell-check just as much as anyone
else.
When students take these tests and get
evaluated and judged by universities,
many of the potential collegiate students
are never even met.
· The art of interviewing prospective stu·
dents is dead.
It had to happen, unfortunately. With more
and mor~ people trying to gain higher education, administrators needed to find a

quick and easy way to discriminate
between those who were capable of higher learning and those who weren't.
It's still wrong.
There's no way that a single test,
designed for "everyone" can be fair to
"everyone," no matter how much research
is put into it.
It can be hard for some students to pick
the "least 'correct" answer or the "most
correct" answer.
Committees have swarmed these tests
with enough politically correct jargon that
the typical student needs an interpreter
with him at all times.
Even here at the university, large-scale
classe~ often feel impersonal, and the tests
aren't always accurate reflections of what
students .feel like they've learned.
It's especially true in the foreign language classes where tests are often formed
by committee, and not always reflective of
what a specific teacher is te_aching.
Is this really the solution to our problem?
No, it isn't.
The solution is smaller classes, more
personalized attention, more intensive
work and learning tailored to the students'
needs, not some teacher's time constraints.
The solution is more teachers, not some
digital-era nightmare where the only person who ever touches a test is some student who may or may not have any idea of
what's on it.
It doesn't work for high school students
and it doesn ' t work for college students.
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Sunrise Sensation

SPICY ITALIAN SUB

Ham & Egg Scramble

Hump Day Special
Served after 5:00 pm

6" $2.50

Any P.P. Pizza

A1122oz
Smoothies

$1.39

12" $3.75

$2.79

$3.19
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FOOT LONG
DOG

Sizzling Chicken

$2.50

$3.19
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~
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Appreciation Day
Maxwell House Coffee
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2 P. P. Pizza

YOGUR'J;'
TOPPINGS

Sausage
Biscuit

$6.99

.. 10¢ Each

.89¢

12 oz. cup

17

.50¢

,_ --

,.4\r~t

.75¢
(with food purchase)

TUESDAY
SAY "CHEESE" EXTRA CHEESE TITANIC
PERSONAL PAN PIZZA Frozen Yogurt
12" Cheese Pizza

•

$6.99
28
WING DING SUNDAY
WINGS

.25¢
..

each

6" .10¢

12" .20¢
HOURS
OF
OPERATION

' U1'1VERSITY DIN1'1NG ROOM
11:30 am - I:30 pm
5:00 rm - 7:15 pm

$2.50

~

EXTRA STAMP
DAY

MICRO WRAP
Black Bean, Seasoned
Brown Rice & Monterey
JackCheese

$1.69

12-13
Selona Shakers
Waffle Fries, Mozzarella
Stidcs & Breaded
Mushrooms

18~

19

Grilled Chicken
Salad

$1.99
20

~

DELI POUCH

Veggie Burger

London Broil

CHICKEN FAJITA

$4.99

$1.49

$2.25

26
REGULAR WAFFLE

5 oz. size

FRY

.99¢

.79¢

KNIGHT'S PANTRY
Convenience Store
Monday - Thursday 7:30 am - 10:30 pm
Friday
7:30 am- 7:30 pm
Saturday
Noon - 1:30 pm
5:30 pm - 7:30 pm
Sunday
Noon - I :30 pm
5:30 pm - 10:30 pm

$2.19

(with bev. purchase)

Bring in your frequency
card and buy a sub and get
an extra stamp

LARGE SODA COMBO PLATE

24&

21

11

ANY CHICKEN
SANDWICH ONLY

6~

,_.,..,

,.~r~(.

Combo Special

27

~

Curly Fries, Hot Dog &

Grilled Chicken Sandwich
Regular F. F. & 20 oz

16 oz. Soda

Fountain Bev.

$2.99

$4.99

Pizza Hw Express
Monday- Thursday 11 :00 am - l0:30 pm
Friday
ll :00 am - 7:30 pm
Saturday
5:30 pm - 7:30 pm
Sunday
5:30 pm - l0:30 pm
FAST BREAKS {College of Education)
Monday -Thursday 7:30 am - 7:30 pm
Friday
7:30 am - 2:30 pm
GREAT ESCAPES
Chick-Fil-A
Monday - Thursday
Friday

Sub Con11ecrio11
Monday - Thursday
Friday

10:30 am - 7:00 pm
10:30 am - 2:30 pm

Freshens
Mondav - Thursdav 7:30 am - 7:00 pm
Friday·
· 7:30 am - 2:30 pm
OSCAR MAYER HOT DOG CO.
Monday - Thursday 10:30 am· 7:00 pm
Friday
I0:30 am -2:30 pm
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Cheers to the underdog
filmmaking on this one. Wes Anderson,
who received glowing reviews in '96 for
Bottle Rocket, has emerged with a comeWelcome to Rushmore Prep. What dy so odd yet undeniably attractive for
appears to be a maze of weathered grey just about any movie-goer. What essenstone buildings full of spoiled brats and tially is a love triangle between the three
decaying teachers is illuminated by the main characters is really something much
presence of 15-year-old Max Fischer , more- a story of a kid whose persistence
Rushmore's most devoted student. Throw and enthusiasm brightens the lives of the
in a millionaire alumni and an attractive people he truly cares about.
Max immediately latches on to Mr.
first grade teacher, and witness a permanent and highly entertaining alteration in . Blume upon their first meeting. Mr.
Max's pubescent existence
Blume, who is trapped providing for a family that could
in Rushmore.
Although Max (Jason
care less about him, sees Max
as his only true friend. Max
Schwartzman) has founded
falls for Miss Cross in no time
just about every extracuras well. His attempts to woo
ricular club at Rushmore,
her are childish and clever but
he has the lowest GPA out
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
genuinely from the heart.
of all his classmates and is
.
Rushmore
filmmaker
Wes
Anderson
on
a
publicity
tour
in
Washington
DC
on
January
25.
close to losing his scholarship to go there. While everybody in the film has their
This does not change is unwavering _love good and bad qualities (Max disses a few
for his school, nor does it affect his quest people here and there), there is an undeni- ing Mason Gamble as younger best bud view, and if anybody else was the given
for a good college education. When able air of hope that Max strongly exudes Dirk and Brian Cox as the head of the the role, it wouldn't have been ·as funny
Mr.Blume (BiU Murray)~ a wealthy for- which carries Rushmore from start to fin- school do commendable job of keeping nor as satisfying.
Rushmore takes a paint-by-numbers
mer student visits the school, Max forges ish. If anything, you root for him just the laughs coming.
And emerging from what might've plot and gives it one hell of a· makeover
a bond with this aging, horribly depressed because of who he is.
This is Schwartzman's first time acting been a disappointing end to a distin- with a character-driven script and plenty
tycoon. While this unique friendship
develops, Max falls for the new first grade in a film, and hopefully not his last. For guished career is Bill Murray. What do of welcome quirks. All this and you leave
teacher Miss Cross (Olivia Williams). But someone who has never been in ·one, he you do if you' re a great actor falling out the theater with a smile! If it catches the
so does Mr. Blume. What follows may be maintain a strong and natural presence of your prime? Head for the indies . eyes of mainstream audiences (the buzz
predictable, but what actually emerges is that is packed full of subtle power. He is Murray's Mr.Blume is so pathetic you right now says it's very possible), then
something warm, a little surreal, and well complimented by Williams, whose could shed a tear for him (But this is Bill this could be the first sleeper hit of the
absolutely hilarious.
British accent looks the least bit out of we're talking about!). Every vulnerable year. Of course, I don't think Max would
Chalk up another win for independent place. Other supporting members, includ- inch of his character is laid out in plain have it any other way.
CORBETT TRUBEY
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
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30 WEST BROADWAY
(407) 365-3 7 7 3

ALAFAYA SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
(407) 366- 7 625

•
Dear Dr• Daphne f

a prrb]Em. I 1BVe just st.artirf; cE.tir.g a
girl Wl:J is ld.rrl:t rut of ny lffiglle. I am a:xJkin;J
dinner for her next ~. She likes wine ar.ii I
knew nothing ab::Jut it.
Mlat ki.rrl should I get?
I 1BVe

•

•

Thanks.

On your nextSJo.oo Dry Cleaning order.
This Certificate is good for Dry Cleaning services ONLY and must be presented at the time of the incoming order.
One Gift Certificate per visit please.

•

- - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-Whine Stud

Dear Whino,
You have a problen. By nON you should knoN the
difference l:e~ :M=rlot and Zinfandel or Chablis
and Chardonnay. Kncwing this is irrportant younQ'
b.lck .

•

:N:>t just for getting her in l:e:l, hit as you are
slcwly l~, w:i.n= is very :inp:rtant s:xially. It
takes YEARS to develop a good. sense with wine, rut
its easily faka:i, W:llch is Ylhl.t you 11 have to cb for

•

Ms. ~ next w=el<.

I hcp2 she s v.Drth it.
I wish you had includa:l 'What you v..ere cooking
~ tlE.t is fairly essaitial in determ:inirq Ylhl.t
to get, though you should Choose -what you like test.
Here s a quick reference. guide to wine tYI=€S:

•
11

- Reds -

•
•

"A hilarious romaritic comedy fiUed
with supri!l!tg twists!"

·

•
1998 breakthrough performance award

ANGELINA JOLIE
national board of review

•

:M::trlot- classic, earthy
taste gocrl with :i;:asta, goot
cheese, sausages
Cabernet Sal:lVignonrich dark rEd gocrl with
near everything includ :irg larrb,· :r;:asta, turkey,
grilled st:ffik

- Whites fruity
grape great with fon::lue
Chardonnay-fruit rosed dry
v..ihite gocrl with fish, Chinese
Pinot Grigio- (:rqy favorite) Dry
Sauvignan-

younQ' /

with fish

S'lrveet

VIItrites- Usually with desert or alone
Sp3.tlese- ri:p= late picke::l, gCx::d with gCDSe or
after dinner
Auslese- sv..eet late ~t grape :i;:ierfe:::t for
desert

•
•

~

•
IJ

. GILLIAN ANDERSON
ELLEN BY«STYN
SEAN (ONNERY

•

If Romance "\
Is AMystery, ~~~~1
l~ere's Only One ,
Way To figure It Out... \ ,

ANTHONY EDWARDS
ANGELINA JOLIE
JAY MOHR
RYAN PHILLIPPE
DENNIS QUAID
GENA ROWLANDS
JON STEWART
MADELEINE STOWE

list is a very l:asic c:ne arrl brarrls you will
lave develcp a taste for yourself. 'Ihere is an
imreasurable list of typ;s. . I have also SffirchEd
the v..eb for good. sites and have found bMJ that are
very e:llcaticnil for th::se of you 1.ackinJ in this
social kru::wle::iJe. Check out
http://VWNJ.bath.ac.uk/-su3ws/home.html or
http://.hatel.p:i.cific.net.sg/-stek/lirnks.htrn.

Got a problem? Nothing is too big or
s~al I for Dr. Daphne!!
Just e-mail her at
DrDaphne@hotmail.com

playin~ heart

lllll~mMM~~IW1rrn1~im lffi[~1~1filJ~IH~rnn~~mHfijJ' iJW!IHlM °l~l~\fill mllfrn~ IF.fmmH ,JlllJ~
U'l~BMWfil ~~~~~iMMl ~~1~~~imm :~1~~~i~m1'mw~rniMWJ1~[~~WJ1 =~tm&1~ ~~•m~1mt ~f,tm11l»m~11m =~~OA~~
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Prinze breaks out from dad's shadow
who's into art, who wears glasses and
ugly clothes, who's smart as a whip but a
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE
total outsider. Accepting a pal's bet, Zack
endeavors to transform Laney into prom
It's already begun.
Freddie Prinze, Jr., riding the wave of queen material and - surprise, surprise
the hit "I Know What You Did Last - the two find themselves attracted to
Summer" and its sequel, is fast becoming each other. Think "Pretty in Pink Meets
teen idol material. His latest film, "She's My Fair Lady."
"One of the reasons I made the movie
All That," which casts him as a high
school jock-brain-Romeo, will surely was that Zack was the exact opposite of
me," says Prinze, referring to his days in
increase the 22-year-old's profile.
an Albuquerque, New Mexico high
Just don't tell him that.
"I have no image," Prinze insists. school. "It was a chance for me to experi"That's being created by other people, not ence what it was like to be liked and popme. It's not what I'm about and I don' t ular in school. I
really
buy into it for a second. I'm an actor. didn ' t
That's what I do. I get up when it's time have any friends.
to go to work, go to work and do my I did my own
thing. I don 't do press unless I've got a · thing and people thought I was weird
movie coming out. Look for me in a mag- because I'd play out these f~ntasies in my
azine when I don't have a movie coming mind. People would stare at me and go
out. You won't see anything. Not often, 'What the hell is he doing?'"
Another reason Prinze committed to
but a few times, people have tried to make '
it like I'm a teen idol. I have an audience "She's All That" was the opportunity to
that respects me and I respect that audi- work with Cook. The two met making the
ence. I know they're the. reason I have a black comedy "The House of Yes," but
career and, hopefully, tpey know I respect · shared no scenes, as she played young
them and want to make cool movies. Parker Posey only m flashback
That's what I'm about, and nothing else." sequences.
Prinze stars in "She's All That" as
"I wanted to do another movie with
Zack, a high school god in his senior year Rachael for two years," he says. "I think
who's just been dumped by his bitch-god- she's going to be the biggest star on the
dess girlfriend (Jodi Lyn O'Keefe), who's planet. She's amazing. Before I read
now dating an obnoxious "Real World" 'She's All That' they said she's attached
star (Matthew Lillard). Then there's and I said, T 11 do the movie.' Not to take
Laney (Rachael Leigh Cook), a senior anything away from the movie. I laughed
IAN SPELLING

out loud reading the script. But that's how
much I respect Rachael's work and how
much I believed in her. Working together
was absolutely the way I thought it would
be. I knew we'd have chemistry together."
If the name Prinze rings a bell, it
should, for Prinze is the son of the comedian Freddie Prinze. The star of TV's
"Chico and the Man," the elder Prinze
committed suicide at 22, when his son
was a baby. Today, the son doubts that his
father's name provided much of a leg up
in Hollywood.
"It may have gotten me my first job
but, to be honest,
if you're playing
percentages, the
number of movies
I've ·auditioned for and the number I've
gotten would've gotten me sent back to
the minors had I been on a professional
baseball team. I can't play that game.
Nobody in my generation cares who my
dad was. They just don't. Their parents
do, but they're not going to see 'I Know
What You Did Last Summer.' My generation has no idea who Chico was. So, it
helped me get meetings and helped me
get to know people who respected my
father, but that's it," Prinze says.
Prinze turns up this spring in "Wing
Commander," a sci-fi flick based on the
CD-ROM game of the same name. He.
assumes the hero role played by Mark
Hamill in the game. After that, Prinze ~nd
Cook might reunite for another film that's

Prinze Jr.
not a "She'!) All That" sequel. One project
definitely not on his agenda? College.
"I was a bad student in high school
and barely graduated," Prinze says. "I'm
against the whole idea of paying 30 grand
a year to go to college. I've been in places
like Greece, where you can go to college
if you want to and it's free. My girlfriend
and I have had long talks about this. She's
paying 12 grand a semester to go to college and has to take classes she doesn't
want to know about. It's retarded. So, I'm
very against the American college system.
How's that for a role model? It's not my
thing. It doesn't work for me."

.

Need a
ride!
The LJCF Bike
Auction vvill
take place on
Feb 9th frorri
10:30-2:30 at
the Student
Union West
Plaza. Corne
out to see
over 100 bikes
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Rachel Leigh Cook plays a high school nerd who is transformed into the prom beauty by hunk-of-the-moment
Freddie Prinze Jr. in She's All That.
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The title may be true. But the same can't be
said for the movie. She's All That, the latest entry
in the teen angst sweepstakes, is a throwback to
the John Hughes genre of filmmaking ... without
the wit or irony.
Some films (heck, most films) have been
accused of rehashing old formulas. But they don't
·get much older than the plot line for She's All
That, which can be traced back to Pygmalion, of
ancient Greek theatre fame. Then there's the
adaptation by George Bernard Shaw, the 1938
film adaptation with Gone With the Wind's Leslie
Howard, the adaptation of the adaptation in My
Fair Lady ... you can go on and on.
The 90s-izing of the plot goes a little something like this: In your standard Movie High
School, the class prez/star soccer player/future
Ivy Leaguer, Zach ,(Freddie Prinze, Jr.), has been
dumped by the prom queen in training (Jodi Lyn
O'Keefe, overplaying the trampiness horrifically). While his friends give their condolence·s,
Zach states that he can tum any girl at the H.S.
into the prom queen. One of his peers, Dean (Paul
Walker), takes him up on the bet, challenging
Zach to accomplish said task with
social outcast Laney (Rachael Leigh Cook).
Quite honestly, if you· need help to get to
the final destination, let these three sentence fragments help you: Boy gets girl. Boy loses girl. Boy
regains girl's trust. There. Now you have 100 or
so minutes to do something worthwhile,
like finishing your laundry.
· The performances, for the most part, cannot be faulted for the film's shortcomings. Prinze
is able to show more character than he did in the
... Last Summer series. Cook does an admirable
job with the artist stereotype. Oscar-winner Anna
Paquin brings a certain intelligence to the table as
Prinze's underclass sister, and Kevin Pollak
brings an unexpected touch of class in his brief
scenes as Laney's pool cleaning dad.
But the collective acting jobs cannot equalize a script (by R. Lee Fleming) that lacks the

This is your time, y.our chance to pull ahead. You've never had this much power before.
And here's how you can make the most of it ..

Engineering Development Program
• Mechanical Engineers • Electrical Engineers·
• Industrial Engineers • Civil Engineers • Chemical Engineers
• Environmental Engineers • Metallurgy/Material Science
Many of our current Engineering leaders started their- careers with this 24-month
program! Candidates must have a GPA of 3.0 or higherto qualify.
•Four rotational work assignments at various locations
•Four one-week learning workshops at our Orlando, Florida, headquarters

Sales and Marketing Program
• Mechanical Engineers • Electrical Engineers • Industrial Engineers
Many of our current Sales and Marketing professionals started their careers with
this 12·month program. Candidates must have a GPA of 3.0 or higher to qualify.
Business or Economics minor preferred.
•Four rotational work assignments throughout the organization
•Three two-week learning workshops at our Orlando, Florida, headquarters

Human Resources Development Program
• Human Resources
• Labor & Industrial Relations (with an Employee Relations emphasis)
Many of our current Human Relations leaders started their careers with this 12-month
program! Candidates must have a GPA of 3.0 or higher to qualify,
•Two rotational work assignments at various locations
• Several scheduled learning workshops at our Orlando, Florida, headquarters

Upcoming Information Session

On-Campus Interviews

Thursday, February 4, 5pm·7pm

Friday, February 5

Career Resource Center Conference Room

Contact Your Career Resource Center

comic (and somewhat tragic) touches that
would've made the high school setting seem realistic. Without the proper footing, the entire production seems somewhat aloof and ill-executed.
The direction by Robert Iscove, who is best
known for an Emmy-nominated tum in helming
Brandy Norwood's Cinderella, is neither here nor
there; it doesn't make
enough of an impression to add anything to
the story, which desperately needs an
addition. Any addition.
The film also can't
· decide on how to dispatch of the antagonists.
Dean, who spills the beans on the bet to Laney so
she will break up with Zach, tries to make his
move on her at the prom. In an off-screen plot
point, Laney blasts the dope with a air piston-like
device. Now, if Dean was a real music lover, or if
he was a Time Life operator, the punishment
would have served a definite ironic purpose. Alas,
the action only exists to set up a lame throwaway
gag at the end of the film. And the ex-girlfriend
prom queen isn't even dealt with at all. Who
knows? There might've been a more complete
and more satisfying movie lying on the cutting
room floor deep in the bowels of Miramax
Studios somewhere.
I couldn't help but notice the large amount of
talent from the 90s horror genre. Aside from
Prinie (both Last Summers) and O'Keefe
(Halloween H20), there's Scream's Matthew
Lillard (in an unusual role as a former "Real
World" cast member), The Faculty's Usher
Raymond (in another nothing role, as the school
DJ) and Clea DuVall (who makes the most out of
her scenes as a snotty art student), and Walker,
who was in the truly terrifying Meet the Deedles.
Maybe if Ghostface, Michael Myers, the Gorton's
Fisherman (from ...Last Summer), and heck, even
the parka killer from Urban Legend, were around
to spice up the flick, we'd have a more interesting
movie. A movie that doesn't make much sense,
granted, but still an interesting movie.

The global strength of Siemens Westinghouse is energizing entire countries and
companies, with leading-edge technologies now being applied around the world.
And that makes it a great time to be in power with us!

Leam more about Siemens Westinghouse Power Corporation
@ www.swpc.siemens.com/jobs_n_career

Siemens Westinghouse
Power Corporation
A Siemens Company
EOE
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Lead Stories

Georgia Weirdness

•Joe Firrnage, 28, multimillionaire founder of the
high-profile Internet consulting firm USWeb,
resigned in January out of fear that the ·company's
reputation was being hurt by his public views that
extraterrestrials are responsible for many high-tech
inventions, such as semiconductors and lasers.
According to his autobiography (posted on the
Internet), Firrnage was visited by an extraterrestrial in
his bedroom in 1997, an experience that has caused
him to re-accept Jesus Christ after a childhood
falling-out with the Mormon church.
•According to a January Boston Globe feature, Mr.
Wai Y. Tye, 82, who retired a while back after 32
years' service with Raytheon Corp., has lived without
complaint in the same 200-square-foot room in the
downtown Boston YMCA continuously since 1949.
"When you're busy working and playing tennis," he
told a reporter, "when you come home, you don't
have much time to take care of an apartment." The
bathroom is down the hall to the left, and he said he
does not mind the exposed pipes, ·the linoleum floor
and having to use a hot plate.
•Faced with many retirements and a precipitous
drop in new blood, U.S. Catholic officials have
stepped up priest-recruiting to include irreverent
advertisements to appeal to "generation X" men,
according to a December Washington Post report.
The Providence,-R.I., diocese, for example, recently
ran an ad campaign on MTV. And in January, a group
of British churches, led by the Church of England,
began a campaign to draw young parishioners by displaying Jesus Christ as the late Cuban revolutionary
Che Guevara. Said one priest associated with the
campaign, "We want to get away from the wimpy
Nordic figure in a white nightie."

•Brad Davis, 25, of Milledgeville, Ga., was hospitalized in December after a hunting accident. He had
chased a raccoon into a tree for his companion to
shoot, but when hit, the 15-pound animal fell about
60 feet directly on top of Davis, knocking him out
cold and breaking three vertebrae.
•A 72-year-old man was killed in a robbery attempt
in Jonesboro, Ga., in December, and after giving a
false cover story, his 76-year-old wife finally admitted how it happened. The .couple apparently had a
habit of picking up rp.en on the highway and bringing
them home for sex with the wife so the husband
could watch, but this particular guest wanted money
more than he wanted sex. (A suspect is in custody.)

Cultural Diversity

6 Taxi
9 Country near Fiji
14 Lamp resident
15 Raw mineral
16 States with
confidence
17 Profusion
19 The king of
France
20 False face
21 Figures in fields
23 On the waves
24 Attila follower
25 Switchback tum
26 Like a
reed-<:hoked

swamp
28 Scorch

30 Writer Hunter
34 Has a bite
36 Summer thirst

quencher
38 Mr. Baba
41 Food from taro
42 Luau garland
43 At present
44 "Guemica"
painter
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46 Blunders

5 Mack or Wdliarns
6 Head injury
7 Esoteric
8 Porter or stout
9 After-shower
powders
10 SUf)eMse
11 Emperor who
fiddled around?
12 Expand
13 Fixer~er
title
phrase
66 Takes the first
18 Last of a log
step
22 Spookier
68 Nonsensical
27 Bari<s shrilly
69 Vanity
29 Unproved
70 Sister's daughter
statement
71 More rational
31 Moving vehicle
72 _ of iniquity
32 "Much_ About
73 Confession of
Nothing"
faith
33 Original
35 Even chance
DOWN
,
37 Actress Sorviro
1 Old World lizards 38 Mimic
2 Cheapen
39 Cover
3 Leftover
40 Cool down
4 Connection
45 de

48 Idyllic garden
49 Obstade
51 Ready to swing
55 Greek cross
57 Actor Kilmer
59 Contend
successfully
60 Hatt-finished
64 Cut meat
65 Respectful Hindu

•According to statistics published in November in
of
the Paris newspaper Le Figaro, 53 percent of people
in France don't bathe or shower daily, 50 percent of
men don't use deodorant daily, and 40 percent of men
don't change underwear daily (and 15 percent admit
wearing the same pair three days straight). According
to an expert on French culture, hygiene is considered
merely "the hidden face of beauty" in France, and
beqmse it is invisible to others, it isn't a priority.
•In rural Australia south of Brisbane, near the .
coastal resort of Byron Bay, reside wild white bushmen known locally as "ferals," who closely resemble
the savages from the movie "Mad Max: Beyond
Thunderdome," who reek of stale body odor and
"bush herbs," and some of whom carry pet rats in
their severely matted hair. While the ferals' occasional forays annoy residents and tourists, other locals are
thankful for them for environmental reasons, accord- -· ,
ing to a report in the !imes of London in October. I
Said one local, "Americans come out here and go,
'Yuck, everyone's so dirty (so let's not even think of
•Radio Television Russia was flooded with protest developing this place).' The ferals have saved a lot of
letters and demonstrations in December when it was forest."
forced to drop the U.S. soap opera "Santa Barbara,"
•Latest Punishments in Afghanistan: On Jan. 15,
"'
.
m. ·''
"
. 'i~ AAME!etlng; 'Health ,,
which had built a large following. A batch of 65 six Taliban government soldiers had their right hands
w,C~'Oter;Jr~llet&t7, 12~ 1.pQ1
.
episodes had been held up at the border because RTR and left feet amputated for robbery, and a 60-year-old
had no money to pay the import fees. One suggestion man had a 15-foot wall knocked over on top of him
for Russia's problems was advanced in the by a tank, in a death sentence for sexually molesting
December-released book "ABCs of Sex" by nation- a boy. (The man was knocked unconscious but came
alist politician Vladimir Zhirinovsky, who wrote that to, and since he survived, under Taliban law, he was
exporting virgin Russian women to men in other set free.) In November, a man was allowed by a judge
countries could s_omehow raise $750 million a year to lawfully slit the throat of the man who killed his
and that promoting sex for tourists (for example, hav- son, even though Taliban officials had recommended
ing hotel mini-bars stocked with sex toys) would mercy.
.
bring in much more.
•A December Associated Press dispatch reported
•A side effect of the international economic embar- on Seoul's Korean Air Service Academy, which
go of Iraq is the transfer of much of its supply of med- teaches "international manners" to help make South
AA Meeting, Health Resource
ical care from physicians to parapsychologists, who Korean companies more competitive in the quest for
Center, trailer 617, 12 - 1 pm
"heal" with electromagnetic therapy at half the price foreign customers. A particular problem, according to
Engendering Writing TR 616
that doctors charge (even so, about 80 cents per visit, the Academy's general manager, is that "Koreans
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
which is about one-fourth the monthly salary of a have difficulty smiling. Our ancestors had the philosgovernment clerk). According to one healer inter- · ophy that the serious person is better than the smiling
viewed by the Associated Press, "extensive reading" one." As smiling increases in large companies, he
'-, was all the ,training he needed to find "gaps" in a said, citizens have begun to demand it from their govpatient's magnetic halo so that he could focus energy ernment servants, such as tax collectors.
to that spot, a process that he said cured the gangrene
of his first patient (his uncle).

,
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Saint-Exupery
47 Lake between
Huron and Erie
50 Payback
52 Knitted shoe
53 Forone
54 Became uptight

56
58
60
61
62
63
67

Dark yellow
Allow
Egyptian goddess
"Peter Pan" dog
Detective Cha~ie

•

Bluestocking Luncheon
Student Union's Sand Key
Room 220, Noon - 1 :00 pm
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Told whoppers
Business abbr.

Leading Economic Indicators
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friday

Recurring Themes

Well, Sure
•Last year, the state historian of Florida kicked off
a millennial project to name the 2,000 all-time greatest Floridians, with the deadline for nominations at
Dec. 31, 1998. She recently announced a four-month
extension, however, because nominators had been
able to come up with only several hundred great
Floridians.
•In January, the Saguaro High School (Scottsdale,
Ariz.) newspaper editor, Sam Claiborn, wrote an editorial critical of the culture of violence of football
heroes, who he said often tum out to be drunks and
spouse-abusers. An unnamed member of the school's
football team took offense and beat Claiborn up, for
which he was suspended.

Latest Storage News: In December, Erie County
(Pa.) inmate Larry Eugene DeFoy, 52, was charged
with possessing escape tools when a routine X-ray
revealed nail clippers and a bolt stored in a sock
inside his rectum. He had been chipping away at a
concrete block for about three weeks but had made
hardly any progress. And on the same day in
Durham, N.C., Freddy Farrington, 23, was charged
with drug possession and other crimes after a police
doctor administered relaxants that encouraged
Farrington to unclench his buttocks (which he had
been tensing since his arrest) and pass a chunk of
cocaine in a plastic bag from his rectum.

(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd at
Weird@compuserve.com.)
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Ballroom ~nights
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Wednesday Feb 3, 1998
7:00-B:OOpm Dance Lessons
8:00pm-12:00am Band
Cape Florida
Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by SGA

Apply for the 1999
Homecoming
Executive Board!
Applications available on February 8 in the
CAB office, SU Rm#215.
Ap.plications are due by February 18 at 5pm.
Positions Available:
*Assistant Director
*Advertising DIRECTOR
*Judges and Awards Director
*King and Queen Director
*Marketing Director
*Assistant Marketing Director
*Parade Director
*Assistant ParadeDirector
*Promotions Director
*Internal PR Director
*External PR Director
*Rules and Regulations Director ·
*Skit Knight Director
*Spirit Splash Director
*Greek Extrav Liaison

Funded by the Activity and Sen ice fee as allocated by the Student Governtnent Association
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FOR SALE

Babysitter - 2 yr 4 mo occasional afternoon and eves Ref. a must
492-1687 Jennifer

HELP WANTED

1987 MAXIMA SE PLATINUM
1 OWNER, l l5K, ALL OPTIONS
EXCEPTIONAL $2450
365-5298 LEAVE MESSAGE
TO ADVERTISE IN THE CENTRAL
FLORIDA FUTURE CALL 977-1009
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"Fraternities, Sororities & Student
HELP WANTED!
EARN EXTRA CASH!! MAKE YOUR
Groups" Earn $1000-$2000 with easy 3
OWN HOURS!! RESPONSIBLE STUhour CIS Fund Raiser event. No sales
DENT TO MARKET/MANAGE
required. FunQ Raiser dates are filling
CITIBANK PROMOTIONS ON CAMPUS.
up, so call today. Contact Robert
FREE GIVEAWAYS! EARN $400+/WEEK.
Flanders 800-567-6247
CALL ANN AT 1-800-9508472 EXT. J LS

WANTED: MANUSCRIPT
EDITOR FOR
BOOK 'COMMON SENSE GUIDE TO
FINANCIAL SECURITY IN THE 21ST
CENTURY' SENIOR OR FACULTY.
J.JAMISON 407-269-9765

Mac performa 6290
LUCERNE MEDICAL
WANTED! Trans a must, tools a plus.
DEPENDABLE, motivated 'worker.' Flex.
16mg/l.2gb/8xCD/28.8 modem Epson_
CENTER HAS INTERNSHIPS
Hours. min. Lifting req.
Stylus Color printer postscript level 2 AVAILABLE IN MARKETJNG, ACTIVITIES
GREAT PAY, GREAT JOB!
ZIP Drive SCSI port MAC
COORDINATION GERIATRICS, &
Contact us at 381-2373, Lv Msg.
Powerbook 520C 12mg/200mg/19.2
ADMINISTRATIONS
P!f Clerical - Home Jnsp Co
modem. Cost for all items $1200 will i----lF_IN_T_ERE_sT_E_o_c_AL_L_6_49_-_62_2_2_---t
Answer Phones-Sched. Appts.
sell separately. Includes discs and WANTED: INDTVIDUALS TO WORK FULL
Computer Experience-MWF 12-5
manuals excl cond call 481-8090
TIME ON A LIMITED PROMOTIONAL .
Flex-Aloma Woods Area.
•CAMPAIGN JN THE ORLANDO AND
TAMPA AREAS. THIS ENTRY LEVEL
Call Amy 977-8570
'87 CHRYSLER LEBARON 2-DOOR TuRBO
COUPE. 94K MILES. NEW A/X, POWER
EVERYTHING, AM/FM CASSETTE, FOLD
DOWN REAR SEATS, GOLD W/BURGUNDY
TRIM. CLEAN. RUNS GREAT! $2800.
CALL 382-5922

FOR RENT

Not on the bus line, or too far to
walk? Liberator Shuttle service is at
your service, Providing door to door
service to UCF, Oviedo, & Market
Place, Winter Springs, Longwood;
Casselberry, Altamonte, Fare $3.00
Call 830-7708

Baby sitter need for
two boys during after school hours.
Call 366-1539 Tuscawilla area.

HAVE FUN -RAISING FUNDS
FOR YOUR
CLUBS, TEAMS, & GROUPS
EARN UP TO $500 OR MORE!
PUT OUR 25 + YEARS OF FUNDRA!SING
EXPERIENCE TO WORK FOR YOU. CALL
Now FOR DETAILS ON FREE CD OF YOUR
CHOICE. 1-800-592-2121 EXT.725

INSTRUCTION
Bartend!
HAVE FUN, MEET PEOPLE
Train in 1-2 weeks
Situated in Altamonte Springs
1-88-BLOODYMARY

1---------------1

POSITION WILL RUN APP. 17-18 WEEKS.
CANDIDATES FOR THE POSITION MUST Special event sales help needed. Good
BE WILL SPOKEN AND ABLE TO WORK Telephone skills a must. High comrriisJN A TEAM ATMOSPHERE. THE POSIsions and flexible hours. Call Les at
TION WILL REQUIRE OCCASIONAL
407-741-"9208
TRAVEL WITH JN STATE. TRANSPORTATION IS A MUST. PLEASE CALL MEDIA
WILL TRALN FUN, RELIABLE,
STAR PROMOTIONS AT 877-710-2847 AND
ENERGETJC PEOPLE TO
SPEAK WITH CHRIS OR CHRISTINE.

Now SEEKING CAMPUS REPS. $9/HOUR
8-12 HRS/WEEK. WORK ON-CAMPUS.
CALL ROBERT 800-567-6247

WWW.ORLANDOBARTENDJNG.COM

FREERAOLO
+ $1250
Fundraiser open to student groups &
organizations. Earn$3-$5 per Visa/MC
app. We supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 x 65
www.ocmconcepts.com

SERVICES

1---------------

UCF GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
STUDENT UNION MEEn TuESDAYS AT 8
PM IN THE STUDENT UNION. JoJN US!

TEACH RECREATIONAL GYMNASTJCS
VALET PARKING RUNNERS POSITION
GLASSES AND BIRTHDAY
AVAILABLE.
MUST
BE
IN
SHAPE
AND
3BD, 2 2/1 BATH SPLIT HOUSE
PARTIES AT KID'S GYM.
CLEAN CUT. SALARY RANGE $7-12 PER
1 ROOM AVAILABLE $350 AMONTH
CALL MY GYM @ 869-4965
HOUR.
lF
INTERESTED
CONTACT
DOUG
AT
UTILITIES & CABLE 7 MIN. FROM UCF
UCF Butokukan Club
407-719-873'0
- - - - - - - - - - - - Learn an integrated system of marCALL 977-1051
MARKETING ASSISTANTIREsEARCHER
~~Ls!~;~T~ ~:~~1:ri~~s~~;~~: tial arts from 5 black belt instructors.
ROOM FOR RENT (SUBLEASE)
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER l'\PAR UCF SEEKS 95/98 , data entry, reports, filing, telephon- Coed beginners classes are now forming, NO EXPERIENCE NECESKNIGHTS CROSSING -PHASE m Mo.
STRONG WRITER AND RESEARCHER. PART- ing. Part time, hours flexible. Call Tom at
SARY! Classes are M & Th 8-9:00
RENT =$385. ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED TIME, FLEXIBLE HOURS. CONTACT STEVE
P.A:B.R. 830-7580
pm in the Ed. Bldg's multipurpose
FOR INFO CALL 787-264-7413 OR 718@ 380-0220
room. Call 657-3907 or 277-4408 for
499-6167
ORDER ENTRY-PART TIME
DONOR: CARING INFERTILE
more info.Open house/Demo Th 1/21
Corporate Express, a worldwide leading COUPLE SEEKS EGG DONOR. 30
ROOM FOR RENT $300
at 8:30 PM free refreshments!
distributor of office furniture, is seeking YEAR CAUCASIAN, 130 LB. SEND
ALL INCLUDED BETWEEN
part-time
Order
:Entry
Reps
for
our
PHOTO+ DESCRIPTION, EDUCAALOMA AND RED BUG
North Florida Division based her
LAKE HOWELL CONDOS. 260-9786
TION, SPORT, HOBBY. $3500 COMHILLEL/JEWISH STUDENT UNION
Orlando. Computer Skills are necesPENSATION. PO BOX 202 16970-C
MEETINGS EVERY MONDAY FROM 5-7
SAN CARLOS BLVD. Fr MYERS,
PM IN THE ST\.iDENT UNIOI\
Two rooms for rent. Nice neighborhood sary. Order entry experience is a plus.
Apply in person at 1800 E. Colonial Dr.
FL 33908. PROVIDE MEANS OF
JOIN US FOR A DISCUSSION ON
in Union Park area. Contact Robert
Orlando, FL 32803 Drug testing and
CONTACT. STRICT
UPCOMING EVENTS AND EAT PIZZA!
407-372-6321 10121 Jepson St.
background check required. BOB
CONFIDENTIALITY
CHECK OUT OUR PEGASUS WEBSITE!
Orlando 32825

RESIDENTIAL LAWN SERVICE BASIC
LAWN CARE, REASONABLE MONTHLY OR
PER CUT RATES. UCF STUDENT CALL FOR
QUOTES 568-9759

r.-------------- ~;

M!F/DN.

•

ROOMMATES

ROOMMATE/NEAR UCF/ NEW 3/2 HOME
GARAGE, PATIO, GATED, GOLF. TENNIS,
FITNESS CTR., POOL, ETC., No SMOKERS
OR PETS. $550/MTH + 1/2 UTILITIES.
WATER, PHONE CALL 407-816-7173
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VHR Turbo Bed

J Month Unlimited Tanning: $35
GRElth,, .·;(
"
10tans: $25
STfJSENT PRICES! .~~
Single Tan: $4
w:f,

'h

"TRY US FOR THE TAN OF YOUR LIFE"
Mon. - Fri. lOa.m. - 9p.m.
Sat. lOa.m. - 6p.m.
Sun. 1la.m. - 4p.m.

415 S. Semoran Blvd - Winter Park
(corner of 436 & University Blvd.)

673-3171

e
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Arnold returns after
All-American season

I

Other Floorplans Available

Where UCF
students
want
to be!

•

Located on McCulloch Road
just outside the new UCF North Gate!
•

For More Info Call:

366-7474
visit our website at: www. roya/properties. com
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nated hitter and outfield. Freshman Jeremy Frost, a 37th-round
pick of the Houston Astros, lettered four times at Oviedo High
School and should battle for playing time early. Billy and Tony
Marzetta will see time off the bench as DH and ih the outfield after
coming from Central Arizona CC.
Arnold was a big surprise for the Knights last season as he
stepped into the closer role and set the school record with 12 saves
in 13 opportunities. He had a 2.04 ERA with 38 strikeouts in 35.l
innings of work, but will be joined by D stin Spooner in the
bullpen at closer.
Arnold could see work in the rotation if needed. However, middle relief could be the biggest problem for the Knights. Bay Paul
is the -0nly southpaw out of the pen, while David Kelly, Pete
Gavillan, Zach Sutton, Scott Keller, Chris Youngberg, and Pat
Frawley will provide a bullpen by committee for Bergman .
The starting rotation took the biggest hit in the draft, but the
Knights just reloaded and should gef quality starts nearly every
time out. Lefty Troy Satterfield is the only starter returning from
last year after going 5-3 with a 3.65 ERA. However, Tallahassee
CC transfer David Rankin, another left-hander. used a great breaking ball to his advantage as he went 15-7 at TCC with 181 strikeouts in two season. He could emerge as the number one starter for
the Knights. Freshman Justin Pope and sophomore Brian Freeland
will see early starts and remain in the rotation with success.
Despite catcher Erik Johnson's departure in the draft, UCF
should be deeper at the backstop. Spooner, a transfer from TCC,
threw out 26 of 28 attempted base stealers in summer league.
Sophomore Erik Shafer saw limited action in 12 games last year,
and is second on the depth chart. Gavillan will see minimal time
behind the plate.
The infield is solid with All-TAAC first baseman Dustin
Brisson and second baseman Tim Boeth returning. Brisson hit .308
with seven homeruns and 36 RBis, while Boeth batted .303 with
24 RBis and 25 stolen bases. North Carolina State transfer Keith
Walsh will see extended time at second base and shortstop. Mike
Fox, Andy Johnson, and Matt Meath will also play in the middle
infield. Gavillan and Bill Oakley should platoon at third base.
The Knights faced an early test in the Olive Garden Classic
with games against Duke, East Region finalist South Alabama, and
No. 4-ranked Rice.Unfortunately, the reorg11nization of the Trans
America Athletic Conference allows the Knights fewer non-conference games to prepare this young team.
Rather than playing 18 conference games against three divisional opponents with last year's format. UCF will play 30 TAAC
games against 10 conference opponents. Nevertheless, the Knights
will still play South Florida four times, and have non-conference
games against 8th-ranked Louisiana State and 10th-ranked
Florida.
After losing the TAAC Tournament for the first time since
1994, UCF is predicted to win the TAAC regular season and conference tournament.They will be trying to earn their sixth NCAA
Tournament birth since 1992, especially with the extended 64team format up from last year's 48.

Davis continues great
all around performance
FROMPAGE28

ecome a part of the AfriCaii erican literary
tradition that has brought us some of the most
celebrated writers of our time. Maya Angelou, James
Baldwin, Bebe Moore Campbell, Ralph Ellison,
Terry McMillan: Toni Morrison, Alice Walk~r and
a wealth of other black writers have proven that literature
can break barriel'Si cross color lines, and open the minds of readers of
every race and natiOOality:

Explore our selettion Of books on or by African Americans. Celebrate African
American literature this, and every month.

UCF University of Central Florida Bookstore
n;n

~ ::::~:::vo::::::·_::8231665

Boo ks t 0 re

"

--- -

Friday Sam - 5pm, Saturday 10am - 2pm

them this time around, but there are things we need to improve on,
because there is no room for error on the road," Howard said.
"Coach was pointing out that we only hit 11-of-20 free throws and
that could come back to hurt us next time around .. "
The Knights got a pair of productive all-around games from
senior guard Chariya Davis last week. Davis, who ranks second in
points and assists in the TAAC, averaged 17 points, 7 .5 rebounds,
and six assists in the two victories. Chat McClendon and Camille
Howard have bolstered UCF's interior attack, with both picking up
their scoring and rebounding numbers as of late. Still, Coach Lynn
Bria sees 'room to improve.
"We're always looking to get better. I'm never satisfied," Bria
said. "If you're happy with where you are, things start to go down
hill. There is always something to work on and improve upon. We
still have room for growth on this team."
Improvement will only help a~d to UCF's 7-1 TAAC record.
With three games in a row at home following this two-game road
trip; the Knights can solidify their hopes of winning the first TAAC
title in school history.
A

1'

photocopies .
c-o lor copies
· transparencies
. & m.ore
all:at·LOW prices! ·
•
•

Monday thiu Thursday 9am- lOpm
Friday 9am- 4 pm
Sunday 3pm- lOpm
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Inside the TAAC

CAMPBELL CAMELS (8-12, 5-5): Jamie
Simmons averaged a team-high 11.5 points last week
as the Camels split contests with Stetson and
Jacksonville. The Camels evened last year's TAAC
win total by going on a 17-3 run to end the game
against the Dolphins, winning 66-61.

JACKSONVILLE STATE (6-14, 1-9): It finally
happened! After suffering through defeats in its first
nine TAAC contests, Jacksonville State won its first
game, 84-73, against Florida Atlantic. The
Gamecocks had given UCF a slight scare, cutting a
19-point deficit to five in the second half last
.,,. .,'iqxrrnwww;'S.ilt rday night, but the GoJden Knights surged ahead
CENTENARY GENTS (10-9, 6-3):
,~,,.Ge
tJ
82-64.
were upset by Troy St.ate, 76-67 to} . its hold •
second place in the conference, ... pp~g to fifth. \i\'fJi:RC " Bt:ARS (6-13, 3-6): The Bears played
Despite Ronnie McCollum's 0-poiii"t+. effort, t~eir oni;l\iatrie last week on Monday night against
Centenary struggled from 3-pol-i tenitory, ~§Sing · ~eep.ten · · er¢er needs to play well in its remain15 of 18 shots.
ti~
,;r;+&F'' ~
in~·$ix TA
.a\n~~ as they are currently seventh in
"
!\.
.the 4onfere. , ~hcfmustfend off challengers for the
FLORIDA ATLAN1Ic owLl'~s- ' ~ 2-8): Flo~~a nextlto~last .
im•the w.iic tournament.
Atlantic nearly pqlledf-Otf an
et )9f unb~atyp .
;;,, •. ·
u i5;f

pr .

!!!;

rtli

~;~~r~::~~~et;t tj1~~fy~~~~ ~
.
•

while Damon Arnet,~, \\t~e (lf~CJ's , :~g scfo
added 20. The Owls\~~~te~,~ed ·1R \Y'i~tI ii't\ .. ,,,
becoming Jacksonville. ~ta~~t~ fit~~ '\fi~il~, 8#$."

SA,0

\:]'.

:~~

tt

,¥rd~~e~~~~\,~o:~;,~~~;:~~~

";,'.~fay, something even the College of

9i1 i.!Ied to do last year. Samford topped a

r and¢ffUCF team and overcame feisty Florida
~-,, '<>.,;,, \- )~:-~," \~, ·-,,.. . .. :~i~iJ~fa~-~f''w~e1cto remain perfect. Big men Marc
,.'. snb

GEORGIA STATE PAN~~§.\l{l~2' '~8~):: L~fty·0}~ t'·
.,~ <~ ~;:~;;~~:~
Driesell's team va~lted to seco~,a~i~
behind the effort of forward Quins~ ; ..,..
·"
TAAC Player-of-th.e-Week for th~;~~6~,> .
three weeks. Georgia State logged 'do.uh.le~d ·
.
·~J.· .(%\~;r:tagainst Jacksonville and Stetson, asJ qiM~~'.,
15.5 points and 12 rebounds.
t;E{'.;f;i'f:1.!~;~~
,/ .

'·'

'/!'...''" ' '"'

~q'. l$.awling led the charge.

~,.:::rt

·. ;{l'ERS (10-9, 6-3): The Hatters

!:_~orgia State las~ week, 76-61, and

»ack\towards the llllddle of the TAAC
· ingletary and Santos Hampton, one
' top big-men tandems, w~re held
\~[i ,?<f;., ".>)~Y>}f' ):~:7.' ,,
, . :.:t!!! 12 rebounds combined, offsetting a
JACKSONVILLE DOLPHINS (7-12/ 2~·7}; The '" solid"game fi(>m Garrett Davis, who
scored 18 points
Dolphins fell back out of the TAAC's top eight and on 7-of-9 shooting.
back in danger of -not qualifying for the conference
tournament, to be held in their arena. Jacksonville TROY STATE TROJANS (6-13, 3-6): Troy State
lost to both Georgia State and Campbell, as guard pulled off an improbable upset of Centenary to move
Jameel Anderson suffered through a 1-for-17 perfor- into eighth place in the TAAC. Forward Eugene
mance in the two games.
Christopher scored 19 points in the 76-67 win, while
former walk-on Joey R~es added 16 points.
·w·'

~

·~:)..

rit ftems may tie propeled at high

reach all UCF knight famt

jOOJ.
The UCF Spirit patrol will be creating h~voc and
keeping the crowd going at the following home
basketball games:

Thur. Feb. 4th
Sat Feb. 6th
Man. Feb. 15th
Sat. Feb. 20th
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Knights look to overcome injuries
FROM PAGE

28

seeing only eight minutes of
action against Samford on
Thursday, but unexpectedly
recovered in time to help
UCF beat Jacksonville State
on Saturday. Hopefully, that
will be it for UCF's injury
woes this year, as Speraw
has struggled with those
problems all season.
"It's gotten to the point
where every day in practice,
it's like, what's going to
happen next," Speraw said.
"There has not been one day
all season where the entire
team has taken the floor in
practice or in a game, completely healthy."
The lone bright spot that
could be associated with the
injuries is that it has forced
the healthy players to pick
up the slack. Bucky Hodge,
after struggling through
most of his year-and-a-half
stint in a UCF uniform, has
recorded consecutive double-doubles and has become
a force inside after avoiding
foul trouble. Beronti Simms
scored a career-high 27
points against Centenary
and grabbed a career-high
nine · rebounds
against
Samford on the road trip.
Jason Thornton, taking over
Traina's small forward position, kept UCF's perimeter
game alive by knocking
down four 3-pointers and
scoring 18 points in the
Knights' latest win.
"With Brad being out I

have to get in and make
some shots for us,"
Thornton said. "I get a lot of
open looks so I just have to
come up and knock them
down. Our team needs that."
The team needs to get a
good turnout, both playerwise and attendance-wise,
for games against Mercer
and Troy State this week.
Both teams are fighting to
remain among the TAAC's
top eight teams and qualify
for the year-ending conference tournament. Currently,
the Bears are seventh and
the Trojans rank eighth.
Mercer is led by Auburn
transfer Earnest Brown and
Mark Adamson, the TAAC's
leading rebounder. Mark
Slonaker brings his team in
on Thursday night for a 7:30
game. Troy State, fresh off
its upset of Centenary, visits
on Saturday night at 7:30.
The Trojans feature three of
the conference's top ten
scorers
in
Eugene
Christopher,
Robert
Rushing, and Joey Raines.
UCF plays at Stetson on
Feb.9, in a game that is critical to positioning for the
TAAC tournament. The
Hatters are right behind the
Knights, who won the
teams' only meeting this
year in Orlando. With three
games in six days, health
will be at a premium for a
UCF team in search of the
highest possible seed come
tournament time.

Recruits to be officially announced
UCF will hold a press conference on Wednesday
February 3 to officially announce the 1999 signing
class.
Already believed to be the best recruiting class in
UCF history, the recruiting catches include quarterback Victor Penn, a former freshman All-SCC from
South Carolina, and half-brothers Travis Fischer and
Thad Ward, who should be able to plug holes immediately in the UCF lineup.
Expected commitments also include Lakeland
Kathleen linebacker Antione Poe, Boyd Anderson
CB Asante Samuel (5-11, 187), Walton DE/DT Doug
Waller (6-4, 281) and South Plantation DT Jason
Hollins (6-4, 245).
More on this year's recruiting class in next week's
edition of the Future.

Two Golden Knights earn
pres~ason All-TAAC honors
UCF pitcher Jason Arnold and left fielder Matt
Bowser were selected to the preseason All-TAAC
team, according to voting by conferenc~ coaches.
Arnold, a closer, set a school record and finished
fourth in the nation with 12 saves in 13 attempts last
year, earning first-team all-TAAC and Freshman AllAmerica honors from Louisville Slugger and
Baseball America. He finished 2-2 with a team-leading 2.04 ERA and 38 strikeouts in 35.l innings.
Bowser is the top returning hitter for the Knights.
Fe hit .320 with 13 doubles, 11 home runs and 35
RBis last season en route to earning third-team allTAAC and Freshman All-America honors from
Louisville Slugger.
UCF opens its 1999 season Friday at the annual
Olive Garden Classic in Kissimmee.
PHOTO BY Mib: MARSHALL

-TONY MEJIA

Senior Bucky Hodge recorded a pair of double·do~bles
last week, the first of his collegiate career.
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Large selection
of·ready-to-ship
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Knights reload
for NCAA
Tournament run

l<NIGHT
TIME
ON

TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

The 1998 UCF baseball team led the nation in one major category last year that many people may be unaware of. While Southern
Cal was winning the College World Series in early June, UCF was
tying the Trojans for the national lead in number of players selected in the Major League Basebaj.l Draft: 10.
That helps bring exposure and name recognition to the UCF program. However, since seven of the 10 players drafted were juniors,
it leaves the 1999 squad inexperienced and untested, but that may
not be such a bad thing for Coach Jay Bergman, entering his 17th
season at the helm with a record of 622-373-3.
Fortunately for Bergman, among the players returning are former Freshman All-Americans Matt Bowser and Jason Arnold. Both
players came in with different expectations from coaches, but this
year proves much different, as they will be counted on early and
often.
Bowser, who passed on the Toronto Blue Jays in 1997, put up the
numbers that were expected of him last season_. He batted .320 with
11 homeruns and 35 RBis while starting 51 games at first base and
left field. This year he will be the full-time left fielder and anchor a
new outfield, with junior college transfers Mark Batia and Ivan
Trujillo getting the early season starts in center and right, respectively.
Sophomore Darryl Stephens played in 24 games last year, and
will see time at designated hitter and outfield. Freshman Jeremy
Frost, a 37th-round pick of the Houston Astros, lettered four times
at Oviedo High School and should battle for playing time early.
Billy and Tony Marzetta will see time off the
bench as DH and in the outfield after coming
from Central Arizona CC.
Arnold was a big. surprise for the
Knights last season as he stepped into the
closer role and set -the school record with 12
saves in 13 opportunities. He had a 2.04
ERA with 38 strikeouts in 35.1 innings of
work, but will be joined by Dustin Spooner in the bullpen at closer.
Arnold could see work in the rotation if needed. However, middle relief could be the biggest problem for the Knights. Bay Paul is
the only southpaw out of the pen, while David Kelly, Pete Gavillan,
Zach Sutton, Scott Keller, Chris Youngberg, and Pat Frawley will
provide a bullpen by committee, for Bergman.
The starting rotation took the biggest hit in the draft, but the
Knights just reloaded and should get quality starts nearly every time
out. Lefty Troy Satterfield is the only starter returning from last year
after going 5-3 with a 3.65 ERA. However, Tallahassee CC transfer
David Rankin, another left-hander, used a great breaking ball to his
advantage as he went 15-7 at TCC with 181 strikeouts in two season. He could emerge as the number one starter for the Knights.
Freshman Justin Pope and sophomore Brian Freeland will see early
starts and remain in the rotation with success.
Despite catcher Erik Johnson's departure in the draft, UCF
should be deeper at the backstop. Spooner, a transfer from TCC,
threw out 26 of 28 attempted base stealers in summer league . .
Sophomore Erik Shafor saw limited action in 12 games last year,
and is second on the depth chart. Gavillan will see minimal time
behind the plate.
The infield is solid with All-TAAC first baseman Dustin.Brisson
and second baseman Tim Boeth returning. Brisson hit .308 with
seven homeruns and 36 RBis, while Boeth batted .303 with 24 RBis
and 25 stolen bases. North Carolina State transfer Keith Walsh will
see extended time at second base and shortstop. Mike Fox, Andy
Johnson, and Matt Meath will also play in the middle infield.
Gavillan and Bill Oakley should platoon at third base.
The Knights faced an early test in the Olive Garden Classic with ·
games against Duke, East Region finalist South Alabama, and No.
4-ranked Rice.Unfortunately, the reorganization of the Trans
America Athletic Conference allows the Knights fewer non-conference games to prepare this young team.
Rather than playing 18 conference games against three divisional opponents with last year's format. UCF will play 30 TAAC
games against 10 conference oppon·ents. Nevertheless, the Knights
will still play South Floricla four times, and have non-conference
games against 8th-ranked Louisiana State and 10th-ranked Florida.
After losing the TAAC Tournament for the first time since 1994,
UCF is predicted to win the TAAC regular season and conference
tournament.They will be trying to earn their sixth NCAA
Tournament birth since 1992, especially with the extended 64-team
format up from last year's 48.
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SUMSHIME
NETWORK
..
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For more insight into UCF sports check out
our website @ www.sunshinenetwork.com

We PloYYouR Game
www. S11nShineNeTWort.ccm

Monday through Friday
10:00 pm: Sunshine Network Live! A lively 1 hour round
table sports talk including phone calls from you the fan!
Wednesday February 3, 1999
6:30 pm: Golden Knight Basketball with Coach Kirk Speraw
7:00 pm: Tampa Bay Lightning @Washington Capitals (LIVE)
11 :00 pm: Countdown to Signing Day Special
Friday February 5, 1999
7.:30 pm: New York Knicks @ Orlando Magic (LIVE)
Saturday February 6, 1999
7:00 pm: Grand Rapids Griffins@ Orlando Solar Bears (LIVE)
Monday February 8, 1999
7:00 pm: Boston Celtics @'Orlando Magic (LIVE)

<

l!CF Golden Knigh-ts vs. Mercer
7:30 pm
(UCF Arena)

UCF Golden Knigh"ts vs. Troy S"t.
7:30 pm
(UCF Arena)

UCF students
free with

valid

ID

t

For ticket information call:
( 407) 823-6006

Ticket prices
· $5 for Adults
$3 for kids 6-17
5 and under free
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Not only are we there for you when you graduate...
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... We are here for you when you are a student too .
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U~F
SAA

Get plugged into the "Real World".
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•

Join the Student Alumni Association today
and take advantage of these great benefits:
• Fun Social6 • Free 5eminar6 • Schol.ar6hips •
•Free T-shirt .and Lapel Pin• Local Discounts from Area Merchante; •
• Networking with Prominent Alumni Profee;e;ionals • Leadership Opportunitiee•
• lnvitatione; to Mingle with Alumni at Various Evente; •
• Student Alumni Aml:Jaeeadore; Council (SMC) • Mentor Program •
• One Year Subecription to Peg.ae;ue Magazine •

•Your CONNECTION to the."Real World. 11 •
•
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For more information call 407-823-3453
or atop by the Admini0tration Building, room 340.
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UCF debuts at

home against
Nicholls State
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

UCF, fresh off a solid 2-1 start in the Olive Garden Classic, enter
a fairly weak part of its schedule as it begins an eight-game homestand. Nicholls State is the first team to play at the Knights' new
home stadium, Tinker Field.
The Knights will face the Colonels in a three-game series beginning on Friday at 6 p.m. The second game of the series is Saturday
at 2 p.m., followed by the series finale the next day at 1 p.m.
The Colonels finished last season. 28-34,
including a 13-11 record in the Southland
Conference. However, NSU earned a
NCAA Tournament bid, despite the losing
record, by winning the conference tournament. The Colonels stay was a short one, as
they lost their first two games in the South
II Regional, including an 18-4 thrashing at
the hands of LSU and a tough 6-5 loss against Harvard.
NSU suffered a 1-8 start last season and had los.ing streaks of six
and seven games midway through the season, but finished the year
with a .259 team average and 40 homeruns.
Second baseman Jacques Jobert (.321 AVG-6 HR-43 RBI) and first
baseman Scott Duplantis (.308-9-49) lead the Colonels into the
1999 campaign. The left side of the infield also returns for NSU
with Brandon Vasconcellos (.295-0-17) at shortstop and Kevin
Perret (.285-6-40) at third.
The only other offensive production returning for the Colonels
are outfielder Robert Davis ( .257-3-13) and part-time catcher
Corey Bemer (.233-3-23).
The Colonels have some experienced pitchers returning to man
the staff this year. RHP Quinn Guidry started seven games and
threw 41.1 innings with a 3 .27 ERA and a 2-2 record. RHP
Cheyenne Janks has the most wins of any starter coming back after
a 6-6 record with a 4.68 ERA. He completed three of eight starts
with 71 strikeouts in 75 innings. Ben Thompson received bad.luck
going 0-4 in 12 starts despite a 4.55 ERA.
UCF has only faced Nicholls State once in a two-game series in
1992. The Knights won both games, 5-4 in the opener and 6-2 in
the finale.
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APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY - THURSDAY 2 p.m - 5 p.m.

TWO ORLANDO LOCATIONS
55 West Church Street• Downtown Orlando
&

12501 S.R. 535 •Crossroads Lake Buena Vista

UCF catchers
Dustin
Spooner and
Eric Shafer
will have the
responsibility
of handling a
young pitching
staff.
FUTURE FILE
PHOTO
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See UCF Basketball.

Win Money.

•

•
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Three lucky people will be chosen from
the crowd at the Sat, Feb. 6 basketball
game for a chance to win. $25,000 in a
half court sho~ting cont~st!!!
Just be present for your chance to be
selected. The three shooters will win a
MINIMUM Of $ZOO in a new Huntington
Banks Smart Card checking accou~t!

•
•

111

Hunting tan
Banks
•

•
•
•
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The UCF Golden Knights Baseball
Team begins their. 1999 .season.

UCF

Vs . .
Nicholls State
Friday, February 5 @ 6:00 pm
Saturday, February 6 @ 2:00 pm
Sunday, February 7 @ 1:00 pm
Games at Tinker Field

•

(next to Citrus Bowl)

'
For ticket information call:
(407) 823-1000

•

Ticket Prices
$4 for Adults
$2 for 6-17
5 and under free

Rankin's presence
strengthens UCF
starting rotation
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

David Rankin joined the UCF pitching staff this season and
had the honor of starting the season-opener against Duke in the Olive Garden
Classic. That role, usually reserved for the
staff ace was handled nicely by Rankin,
who responded by going seven innings,
allowing six hits and two runs with nine
strikeouts and no walks.
"Corning in, we knew that Duke would
be a tough hitting team. They have about seven guys returning
that hit over .300," Rankin said. "I just tried to keep the ball
down in the zone and throw a couple change-ups to keep them
off balanced."
Rankin came to UCF from Tallahassee Community College
after going 9-4 last year with a state-leading 1.68 ERA. With
numbers like those, his performance against Duke provided little
surprise to Rankin because he expects nothing but the best from
himself.
"I set high expectations for
. myself," Rankin said. "I wanted to
prove that junior college is not much
different from Division I. I just
wanted to throw the way that I've
been throwing the last couple of
years, and get our team off to the
right start and get us rolling."
Rankin's decision to g-o to
TCC was fairly simple for him, and
he thinks that it helped prepare him
for the level of competition in
Division I.
"It (TCC) gave me big game
Rankin
experience, and I pitched in a lot of
big games there," Rankin said. "If
you're a freshman corning out of high school, you don't really
know what it's like to play in a college baseball game. There is
a big difference."
Rankin gained maturity and confidence while in junior college, so he is now ready for Division I competition. If he can
continue throwing the way that he has since going to TCC, UCF
will have much less to worry about after losing their two main
weekend starters from last season: Todd Bellhorn and Matt
Lubozynski. Rankin's two-year numbers speak for themselves.
He was 15-7 with an ERAjust over two and the school-record of
181 strikeouts.
Rankinjoins Troy Satterfield in the starting rotation, and they
will try to match the nation's 10th best ERA of 3.94 set by last
year's staff. But Rankin doesn't feel much pressure to match the
numbers put up last season.
"I didn't play with that staff, but I've heard that they were a
great staff," Rankin said. "So I take it as an honor that I get to
come in here and try to replace them. I'll just try to go out and
fill their shoes the best that I can, and just take it from there."
He gained the confidence of Coach Jay Bergman after his perforrp.ance against Duke, and he should be the anchoring force for
this year's staff.
"David is a gambler," Bergman said. "He's one of these guys
whose gonna give you everything that he's got. You gotta like
the fact that he's gonna be pitching a lot of first games for us."
Rankin earned All-Tournament honors in the Classic, which
probably won't be the last honor bestowed upon him. If he can
continue the trend that he has started, he should be a lock for AllTAAC awards.
"I was very pleased to come out and get a good win right from
the start," Rankin said. "Unfortunately we didn't win the tournament, but it's definitely a great honor to earn all-tournament. We
just need to carry the first two games into the rest of the season,
and I think we'll be all right."
Rankin saw something at UCF that he liked that made his
decision to attend easy, despite offers from South Florida and
TAAC-rival Florida Atlantic.
"Great program, great tradition, tremendous coaching, a lot of
young players, and I saw a positive future here," Rankin said.
The positive future that he saw definitely got much brighter
for UCF with his addition to the rotation, and the Knights will
reap the benefits of his decision every time that he takes the
mound this year.
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Baseball team reloads
after '98 draftees depart

,'

TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

PHOTO BY MIKE MARSHALL

Jason Arnold picked up where he left off
in '98, recording saves in UCF's first
two victories.

The 1998 UCF baseball team led the
nation in one major category last year that
many people may be unaware of. While
Southern Cal was winning the College
World Series in early June, UCF was tying
the Troja.ns for the national lead in number
of players selected in the Major League
Baseball Draft: 10.
That helps bring exposure and name
recognition to the UCF program. However,
since seven of the 10 players · drafted were
juniors, it leaves the 1999 squad inexperienced and untested, but that may not be such
a bad thing for Coach Jay Bergman, entering
his 17th season at the helm with a record of

Men ·return
home to heal for
critical stretch
I
I
I

I
--1

Bowser,
who
passed
on
the
Toronto Blue Jays in
1997, put up the
numbers that were
expected of him last
season. He batted
.320 with 11 homeruns and 35 RBis while
starting 51 games at first base and left field.
This year he will be the full-time left fielder
and anchor a new outfield, with junior col- ·
lege transfers Mark Batia and Ivan Trujillo
getting the early season starts in center and
right, respectively.
Sophomore Darryl Stephens played in 24
games last year, and will see time at desig-

622-373-3.
Fortunately for Bergman, among the
players returning are former Freshman AllAmericans Matt Bowser and Jason Arnold.
Both -players came in with different expectations from coac;:hes, but this year proves
much different, as they will be counted O:Q
early and often.

.
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Kirk Speraw's basketball team has to feel
pretty fortunate to be where they' re at.
Following a week where UCF was. down to
only six healthy scholarship players, it managed a split of its four-game road swing, and
have returned home for
two in a row and four of
the last six games .. Best
of all, the Knights still
cling to the third spot in
the TAAC standings.
After apparently
surviving the low-point
of the season, Speraw is looking forward to
rebuilding at home. He knows the biggest key
lies in getting bis Golden Knights healthy.
"We' re in good shape if we can get all the
pieces out on the floor," Speraw said. "We ned
to get healthy and get some good practice time
to regain our edge."
Leading scorer Brad Traina has missed the
last three games due to a stress fracture of his
foot. Davin Granberry had missed three
straight with a shoulder separation before
returning to the lineup last Saturday. Roy
Leath didn't fly with the Knights to Alabama
for their two contests last week after having
oral surgery. Point guard Cory Perry, already
weakened by a virus, twisted his ankle after

The UCF women's basketball team may not exactly be
used to life at the top, but they
certainly expected it. Now, that
they rank as the TAAC's top
team, the question will be how
~hey deal with the role of
favorite night in and night out.
By virtue of last week's perfect 2-0 record, and the unexpected loss by Jacksonville
State to Samford, UCF is on
top of the TAAC. With the
dominatiOJ?. of nationallyranked Florida International in
past years, the Golden Knights
have not been accustomed to
being ahead in the conference
race this late in the season, but
FIU now contends in the Sun
Belt, leaving TAAC supremacy up for grabs. UCF has taken
advantage.
"We expected to win this
season, so it's not so much a
surprise," sophomore Camille
Howard said. "We're confident, but we can't afford to
have too much of a big ego,
because we have to pick it up
when we go on the road. We
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Knights hit the road to:
strengthen grip atop TA.Ac
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UCF finishes with
best Olive Garden
Classic record in
three years
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UCF senior guard Kate Fetzek has provided quality minutes for
the Golden Knight backcourt.
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have to
play
twice as
hard."
UCF
hits the
road for
a pair of games against last
week's competition, Mercer
and Troy State. The Bears were
embarrassed by the Golden
Knights,- 70-49, at the UCF
Arena. UCF out-rebounded
Mercer 33-15, and were ahead
by as many as 27 points in the
·game. They will attempt to
duplicate that type of effort on
Thursday night at 7 p.m.
The Knights had a tougher
time with Troy State last week,
but managed to grab the TAAC
lead and put two game of distance between themselves and
the Trojans by winning, 65-54.
However, after holding Troy
State leading scorer LaKeisha
Parrish to eight points in their
win last Saturday, UCF knows
it must expect a tougher battle
this time around, especially
since it's away from home.
"We were fortunate to beat
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